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Abstract

Access and privacy legislation (also known as information nghts
legislation) has been an evolving feature of Canadian life for more than twenty
years. Public archives, as custodians of the records of their govemment
sponsors, are profoundly influenced by these statutes. There are two factors that
combine to make Manitoba unique in the Canadian access and privacy
landscape. The Provincial Archives of Manitoba does not assume the role of
"gatekeeper" of access to records in archival custody. Instead, it serves as
"guide" to them and to al1 other records covered by the legislation, in its role as
the central administrative office for the Freedom of Information and Protection of

Privacy Act This approach has resulted in both benefits and challenges for the
Provincial Archives. By the same token, the more cornmon role of a provincial
archival institution - actually deterrnining access to records in its custody and
control - has, according to the Iiterature, been challenging and problematic. This
thesis is a case study of the "Manitoba model". It explores the history of public
recordkeeping and the creation of a reliable government records program at the
Provincial Archives of Manitoba, which provided the foundation of access to
information. It also discusses how information rights legislation developed in
Manitoba, the role of the Provincial Archives in this development, and the impact
on it of the responsibilities which have resulted from this role. The thesis
examines some of the issues arising out of Canadian access and privacy
legislation which have particular implications for archival institutions and

concludes with suggestions for changes which address the question of the role of

a public archives in relation to information rights legislation.
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Introduction

Access and privacy legislation (also known as information rights
legislation) has been an evolving feature of Canadian Iife for more than twenty
years. It is designed to ensure greater accountabiIity of democratic
governments, in balance with the promotion of individual control over what is
done with persona1 information provided to government. The advent and
continuing development of information technologies, which enhance the free flow
of data, have raised expectations about wider and easier public access to
information and concerns about the protection of personal information.
Canadian statutes in this area are by no means homogeneous. They Vary
in scope, content, and structure, and range from basic access provisions and
codes of practice to unitary legislation governing access and providing privacy
protection. The first Canadian access statute, Nova Scotia's Freedom of
Information Act, was passed in 1977. It was followed by New Brunswick's Right
to lnformation Act (1 978) and Newfoundland's Freedom of Information Act
(1981). These early laws were seen to be "a cautious first step towards opening
government records"' as they dealt with a limited range of access and privacy
issues. Al1 three jurisdictions have now passed legislation or codes incorporating
protection of personal information.'
Quebec's Act respecting Access to documents held by public bodies and
the Protection of persona1 information, proclaimed in 1982, broadened the scope

of such legislation beyond the public sector to elements of the private sectorS3

The Quebec access act was also groundbreaking because it was the first
legislation in Canada to bring together in one statute the two information rights of
access and privacy. This innovation was followed in al1 subsequent provincial
legislation on information rights.
Territorial legislation is seldom mentioned in the literature. The Yukon
Territory access legislation. the Access to Information Act (1984), has been
replaced by the Access to lnfomation and Protection of Pnvacy Act, enacted in
1995. The Northwest Territories information rights legislation (the Access to
lnfomation and Protection of Privacy Act) came into force in January 1997.

Nunavut appears to have adopted the Northwest Territorial legislation after the
creation of the new territory in April 1999.
The Canadian federal government access and privacy regime consists of
two separate statutes - the Access to lnformation Act and the P m c y Act
(together known as ATIP) -- which were passed in 1982 and proclaimed in 1983.
The developrnent of federal ATIP legislation was particularly influenced by
passage of the Freedom of lnformation Act (1967) in the United States, and
arnendments to Britain's Public Records Act in 1968.4 Forerunners to the
Canadian access and privacy statutes included formai and informal access
policies, Cabinet Directives. private member bills, the 1977 Liberal government
Green Paper "Legislation on Public Access to Government Documents" and part
IV of the Canadian Human Rights Act (1977).5

Subsequent provincial legislation includes: Ontario (Freedom of
Information and Protection of PnVacy Acf, 1988 and the Municipal Freedom of
Information and Protection of Pnvacy Act, 199 1 covering local public bodies);

Saskatchewan (The Freedom of Information and Profection of Privacy Act, 1992
and The Local Authority Freedom of lnformation and Protection of Privacy Act,
1993); British Columbia (Freedom of lnformation and Protection of Pnvacy Act,
1993); and Alberta (Freedom of lnfomation and Protection of Pnvacy Act, 1995).
Information rights legislation has been a feature of the Manitoba
legislative landscape for fifteen years. Manitoba's first-generation access
legislation, The Freedom of Information Act (R.S.M. 1988, c. F175), was passed
in 1985 but not proclaimed until 1988. The second-generation legislation
incorporating privacy protection, Manitoba's Freedom of lnfomafion and
Protection of Pnvacy Act (C.C.S.M., c. F175), commonly referred to as FIPPA,

was passed in June 1997 and proclaimed in May 1998. It was extended to the
City of Winnipeg in August 1998 and to other public bodies so defined in the Act
in April 2000. Prince Edward Island is the only province without access and
privacy legislation.
Much has been written on access to information and privacy topics.
There is, however, very little written on these issues from an archival
perspective, and literature on the impact of responsibility for the central
administration of access and privacy legislation is virtually non-existent, with the
exception of official publications such as annual statistical reports. Furthermore,
there is no study of Manitoba's unique approach to the legislation.

The Canadian mechanisms of access and privacy protection have been
most thoroughly examined at the federal level. The legislative review process
and the independent reviews provided by the federal Information Commissioner
of Canada have resulted in several publications. Reports such as The Access to
Information Act: A Crifical Revie w and lnformation Technology and Open
Governmenf provide a basis for critique of the federal access and privacy
statutes. They raise some interesting questions. How has the process of access
to information been hampered by what were supposed to have been lirnited and
specific exemptions to the right of access and how have concerns over privacy
protection influenced government collection of persona1 information? Have these
concerns been manipulated to frustrate the fair information practices of
transparency and accountability? 1s it indeed the case, as the study Open and
Shut states, that "both acts have had a salutary effect on government recordkeeping, Ieading to greater efficiency and consequent reductions in public
expenditures"?' Although this has been the case in general, the doctoring and
destruction of federal records requested under the Access to Information Acf
related to the Somalia Affair violated both the federal access statute and the
National Archives of Canada Act and has cast doubt upon this staternent in the
eyes of the public.
Probably the best known work on access and privacy issues frorn an
archiva1 perspective is Heather MacNeilysbook Without Consent: The Ethics of
Disclosing Persona1 Information in Public archive^.^ She examines the
administration of access to government held persona1 information, with a specific

focus on personal information in government archives. The study is a useful
secondary source in that the ethical considerations, as the title suggests, are
examined in depth. However, the assumption that archivists are determining
access to persona1 information in public records in their custody, weighing the
public interest against protection of privacy, is sirnply not the case at the
Provincial Archives of Manitobag.
By far, the discipline that has studied access and privacy legislation the
most is the legal profession. It is, of course, the discipline rnost qualified to
interpret the legislation itself. However, this thesis does not focus on the legal
interpretation of these statutes. Comparative studies have been done, and done
well, by scholars such as Alasdair Roberts of Queen's University.'' The main
focus of these studies has been the effectiveness of access legislation. This
thesis is not an attempt to rneasure the effectiveness of the Manitoba statute in
comparison to other jurisdictions. Rather, it is an examination of issues
surrounding the administration of information rights Iegislation in Manitoba and
their affects on the Provincial Archives of Manitoba.
Public archives, as custodians of the records of their government
sponsors, are profoundly influenced by access and privacy legislation. Among
other key roles, archives protect the integrity of the record as evidence of the
actions of its creator. The traditional approach to access to public records in
government archives facilitated their use, kept barriers to public access minimal
and respected the right to individual privacy.

Just as the legislation itself is not homogeneous in Canada, the officia1
role for public archives varies. Manitoba is unique for a combination of two
reasons. In al! but two Canadian jurisdictions1'. the enactment of access
legislation has given public archives the role of "gatekeeper" of access to public
records in archives, or of making access deteminations to these records."
Manitoba made a conscious decision to reject the "gatekeeper" model.
Regardless of whether the records are in archiva1 custody, applications for
access are sent to the creator department, agency or public body directly by the
applicant. The Provincial Archives is not an intermediary in the process. It does
assist the public to understand the procedures for making requests, advises the
public on its rights and of course assists the public to locate records in archival
custody through descriptive archival tools. It is also worthwhiie to note that
records do not leave archivai custody to be reviewed. The creator must review
the material for an access application at the Provincial Archives and follow
standard rules of procedure for handling archival documents. This ensures the
protection and preservation of records designated as archival.
In Canada, only two government archives serve as the central
administrative unit for information rights legislation, the Provincial Archives of
Manitoba and the Yukon Archives. The Provincial Archives of Manitoba (PAM)
coordinates the province-wide administration of the Freedom o f information and
Protection of Privacy Act. The Government Records office of the Provincial

Archives carries out administrative functions under the legislation such as the
production of public directories of records, central "help-line" services for the

public, training of employees of public bodies involved in implementation of the
Act, the coordination of statistics for the production of annual reports on the
legislation, secretariat support for the privacy assessrnent review process and
review of the statute under Iegislative requirernent. In other words, PAM acts as
a "guide" to the records rather than as a "gatekeeper" for them.
The distinction between the roles of "gatekeepef' and "guide" is an
important one. Given the continuing transfer of ever growing amounts of records
to archiva1 custody. the role of an archives a s "gatekeeper," making access
determinations on an increasing volume of archival records, becomes
troublesome. In some jurisdictions, the ovewhelming responsibilities placed on
archival institutions in this regard have altered their traditional roles and routine
functions. On a CBC radio program in 1989, former Assistant National Archivist
Michael Swift obsewed that:
One of the things that I think most o s us didn't foresee was that this
would have a real impact on what had been the traditional role of
archives. Archives, I think, certain ly everywhere in Canada and
certainly in the Public Archives of Canada, had seen their role as a
role of acquiring, preserving, and making accessible information of
historical value. That role remains, but one of the interesting
effects of the access legislation or perhaps the details of
administering the access legislation i s that it has put the archivist in
a new and sometimes uncomfortable role, not being simply the
gate opener, but sometimes the giate closer in interpreting and
applying the legi~lation.'~
This thesis is a case study of the "Manitoba model". It expiores how
information rights legislation developed in Manitoba, the role of the Provincial
Archives in this development, and the impact on it of the responsibilities which

have resulted from this role. Chapter one will outline the history of Manitoba
government public recordkeeping and the establishment of a government
records management prograrn at the Provincial Archives in 1981. This chapter
will also discuss how access to records was administered prior to Manitoba
access Iegislation. Reliable, retrievable records are the foundation of access to
information and the protection of privacy, as Terry Cook so aptly states in his
1999 report on the City of Winnipeg archives and records management program:

...[L]egal obligations under the [Manitoba] Freedom of Information
and Protection of Privacy Act depend on good records being
created, indexed, maintained, and preserved. Beyond that, the
very rights of citizens - past and present - are protected by
records and archives. In this way, records are truly a "public trust"
held in stewardship on behalf of the citizen. And governrnent's
accountability also rests on [a] reliable record-keeping system,
without which accountability no genuine democracy or social
cohesion can really exist.I4
Chapter two will examine how the Provincial Archives of Manitoba,
particularly the Governrnent Records program, came to be involved in the effort
to develop access legislation for Manitoba. The archives influenced the way in
which access to archival information is implemented. Because the records
management program and access legislation were unfolding at the same tirne,
they had a symbiotic effect. The Government Records program formally
assumed responsibility for The Freedom of Information Act at the tirne of
proclamation (1988). The impact of this central administrative role on the
Provincial Archives of Manitoba will be explored.

Chapter three wiIl discuss the decision to incorporate privacy protection in
a unitary information rights statute for Manitoba, the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act. This more expansive legislation was accompanied by
more expansive responsibiiities for PAM.
Finally, chapter four will examine some of the benefits, implications and
challenges for the Provincial Archives arising from its role in central
administration of FIPPA and for archives in a more general sense, in a society
with a heightened awareness of access and privacy issues. This chapter will
propose several ideas for approaching the ever increasing burden of information
rights statutes.
The views presented in this thesis are the author's own and do not
necessarily represent the official views of the Provincial Archives of Manitoba or
the Government of Manitoba.
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Chapter 1
Laying the Foundation for Access Legislation: The History of Public
Recordkeeping and the Establishment of the Governrnent Records
Program at the Provincial Archives of Manitoba

There was no legal "right" of access to Manitoba government records prior
to proclamation of the Freedom o f Information Act in 1988. Other than
information that was routinely available, it must have been rare indeed to obtain
access to any records of govemment departments or agencies that were
considered to be necessary to support government activities and functions. The
only records which were available to the public were records which had reached
the end of their Iife-cycle (no longer required to conduct business) and which had
been preserved for historical purposes in the Provincial Archives of Manitoba

(PAM).
This chapter will examine the history of public recordkeeping in Manitoba.
It will be shown that although efforts were made to come to grips with the
accumulation of public records, the failure to deal effectively with the
management of government records resulted in a crisis which was identified by
the Provincial Archivist in 1980. The chapter will look at the establishment of a
government records program at PAM in 1981 and the impact of this program on
the identification and orderly disposition of records. In addition, this chapter will
discuss how access was determined to those records which made their way into
archiva1 custody.

The Provincial Archives ernerged from the Legislative Library of Manitoba1
in a series of gradua1 legislated steps in order to collect manuscript materials and
address the more pressing problem of the accumulation of public records in
government departments. The core collection of the Legislative Library is said to
have been established in 1870 as a small library of published material on
government matters by Lieutenant-Governor Adams G. Archibald. In 1884 the
first Provincial Librarian, J.P. Robertson, was hired and in March 1885, A n Act
respecting the Library of Legislature of Manitoba (S.M. 48 Vic., c.7) was passed.

In 919 the first mention of an "archives" was included in the revised Provincial
Library and Museum Act (S.M. 1919, c. 145). It contained the word "archives"

but there is no evidence that this mandate was acted upon by the acquisition of
public records. The Legislative Library's archival activities rnainly involved
acquiring manuscript materials from individuals and private sector organi~ations.~
The earliest docurnentary evidence about public records in the extant
archival files of the Legislative Library of Manitoba does not appear until 1934.
There is no information of note in the files until May 1939 when the Provincial
Librarian drafted a letter for the signature of John Bracken, Premier of Manitoba
and Minister in charge of the Provincial Library. The letter, to be directed to the
heads of departments and agencies, stated that until proclamation of Part II of
the re-written Legislative Library Act (S.M. 1939) (which authorized the
establishment of a "Public Records and Archives" branch) "your cooperation is
requested in having al1 the records of your department, and of the boards and
commissions operating under the jurisdiction of your department, maintained in

respect to their value as Archives of the pr~vince."~
The letter was signed by
Bracken and sent on June 1, 1939. The archival sections of the 1939 Act were
never proclaimed and there is no evidence that the directive produced any
significant transfer of archival public records to the Provincial Library. The initial
failure to pursue proclamation was likely a result of the war. The war, however,
did focus attention on the importance of public recordkeeping.
The Canadian Historical Association (CHA) recognized that Canada's
involvement in Worid War II would result in a massive amount of documentation
and that, with a few exceptions, the records management infrastructure at al1
levels of governrnent, was not in place to deal adequately with it. The
association began advocating in 1940 for the protection and preservation of
records related to Canada's war effort. Pleas to preserve wartirne material
continued throughout the ~ a r Premier
. ~
Bracken responded to the CHA's
request by forwarding a fetter under his own signature to ail Ministers, Deputy
Ministers, and to the Chairman of the Municipal and Public Utility Board asking
thern to preserve al1 records that may relate to war activities "in order to make
them available for the largest use for future historical scholarship in the national
interest? The Provincial Librarian took this initiative by Bracken, and the
"understanding and sympathetic replies" of departments, as an encouraging sign
"that these two appeals has [sic] resulted in the establishment of a
consciousness of the value of the pr~gramme."~
This "consciousness" did not
result in an archival program for public records during this time. Many of the war

related records which did survive were not transferred to the custody of the
Provincial Archives until the I ~ ~ O S . ~

1nterest in public recordkeeping was being stirnulated by publications
distributed by the National Archives in the United States and by a report on 'The
Preservation of Public Records, 1944" by the Municipal Finance Officers
Association of the United States and Canada.' The 1944 annual meeting of The
Canadian Historical Association gave special attention to the subject of public
records and archives. The President of the CHA, Professor George W. Brown of
the University of Toronto, prepared a paper which was published in The
Canadian Historical Review in March 1944. A reprint of the article was sent to

Premier Stuart Garson who then forwarded it to his cabinet. Garson reminded
his ministers that Bracken had corresponded on two occasions about the
preservation of public records. Garson wrote:
May 1 emphasize again the necessity for your CO-operation in
maintaining a policy of preservation of public records. In the
postwar period it may be possible to advance such a policy with the
establishment of a division of governrnent service that will deal
adequately with the problern of storage, destruction and
presewation. In the meantirne your attention to this rnatter with
such facilities as are available will be appre~iated.~
The Minister of Health and Public Weifare, Ivan Schultz, responded to the
correspondence stating that creation of a provincial archives did not have to wait
until after the war. In the interim he was looking for guidance on the appraisal of
archiva1 records: "Professor Brown's address is not particularly helpful in
enabling a Departmental head to ascertain what material in his Department

would be useful as part of our permanent record^."'^ This guidance was not
forthcoming but the Provincial Librarian, J.L. Johnston, did make
recommendations on how to proceed with a Public Records and Archives
program. In 1945 he sent a rnernorandum to Schultz, whose duties now
included chairing the Committee of Council on Libraries. The correspondence
outlined measures for Cabinet Cornmittee consideration that included the
proclamation of Part II of the Legislative Library Act. In addition, the Provincial
Librarian recornrnended the creation of a Public Records and Advisory Council
which would be empowered to advise on filing systems and records procedures,
define the distinction between non-permanent and permanent records,
recomrnend rules and regulations for the transfer of records to a public records
and archives division, provide records advisory services to government
departrnents and local governments, stimulate the appraisal and acquisition of
private records, and recornmend policies in regard to both public and private
archival records. Among the ingredients required to establish a public records
and archives branch were space and staff. Separate spaces were
recommended for the public records and archival record^.^' Johnston stated that
in order to "make the rnost effective contribution," a trained and experienced
archivist and staff were required. In his words, "the beginning is al1 irnp~rtant."'~
Ironically, records of the Committee of Council on Libraries have not suwived.
However, the office files of the Legislative Library illustrate that no rnove was
made by the government to act upon these recommendations and a progress

report that warned that the accumulation of records was becoming an urgent
problem.
It seems that in some departments, however, the directives of Bracken

and Garçon to preserve public records were being followed. The result was a
serious space problern. Legislative Counsel G.S. Rutherford brought the
problem to the attention of J.

L. Johnston in 1947 when several requests were

made to amend acts to deal with the destruction of documents. Rutherford
stated that he was writing to Johnston "since not only is authority for destruction
[original emphasis] of documents required, but also it is important to see that, at
the same time, documents of permanent value are not destroyed

... I note that

Part II of the Legislative Library Act deals with this subject. That Part, however,
does not corne into force until proclaimed and it has not been proclairned ... If
you think it advisable you will possibly bring it to the attention of the
government."13
Evidence of a formal cal1 for action to be taken in the realm of public
records is contained in the 1949 Annual Report for the Legislative Library. The
Provincial Librarian comments that there is "a minimum of Public Records of the
Manitoba Government and local governments" in the archival holdings of the
Library and that "there is an urgent need for stirnuiating in Canada a policy of
adequate preservation of the records of the provincial government and of local
go~ernrnent."'~
The first part-time archivist, James A. Jackson, became a member of the
staff of the Provincial Library in 1946 and the first full-time Provincial Archivist.

Hartwell Bowsfield, was hired in 1952.l5 In 1954, the Minister in charge of the
Provincial Library instigated the establishment of a Select Special Cornmittee ta
enquire into the Keeping and Disposai of Pubic Papers, Documents and
Records. The first (and only) cornmittee report found that there were two major
problems with the management of public records: an "enormous mass of
provincial records accumulated over many years" and a "basic problem of
preservation of provincial records, particularly as to what records should be
preserved, how preserved and for how long."16 As a result of this committee's
report, two stop-gap statutes were enacted instead of proclaiming Part II of the
Legislative Library Act.
Neglect of proper records disposition since the founding of the province ii n

1870 resuited in the "enormous rnass" of uncontrolled records. The Desfr-uctiorn

of Papers Act, 1954 was passed to attempt at least to provide some storage
space relief. The Act authorized the destruction of some routine series of
records such as duplicates of financial records. licences, permits and payroll
records. Unfurtunately, some significant records relating to law enforcement
and women and children created in the Department of the Attorney-General alsm
appear to have been destroyed.17
The other statute that was enacted in 1955 and came into force on
January 1, 1956, the Public Records Act, is now viewed as a significant
milestone in the history of the Provincial Archives. It was the first legislation to
deal with both the retention and destruction of public records. Sub-section 3(1)
of this Act effectively repealed the Destruction of Papers Act, 1954 and

prohibited the destmction or removal of public records, except as pemitted, and
notwithstanding any other act. The Act and Regulations (M.R. 26/56 and 2/57)
provided for the establishment of a documents committee for each department
or agency. The members on each comrnittee included a representative from the
Treasury, Attorney-General, Cornptroller-General, Legislative Library and a
nominated member from the department. Each departmental documents
committee was to decide which records should be kept or destroyed and how
long they should be retained. A cornmittee's proposed schedule was then
submitted to the Lieutenant Governor-in-Council for approval. When approved,
the schedule was issued in the form of an Order-in-Council and applied by the
department. The Act also provided for routine records1' destruction on the
authority of the head of the department and the filrning of records prior to
destruction. The statutory intent rnay have been a milestone but it was hardly a
breakthrough for public recordkeeping.lg One of the major problerns with the
documents committee structure under the Public Records Act was lack of
leadership. Minutes of the committees suggest they were passive bodies, which
lefi the onus on departments to bring fomvard records schedules for
consideration. Departments dia not regard it as a serious responsibility.
Ten years after proclamation of the Public Records Actl the Dominion
Archivist, Dr. W. Kaye Lamb, issued a eye-opening report to the Minister in
charge of Libraries in Manitoba. The history of the comrnissioning of Lamb's

"Survey of the Provincial Archives and Public Records of the Province of
M a n i t ~ b ais
" ~an
~ interesting one. Since 1954, the Manitoba Historical Society

(MHS) had occupied office space in the Archives branch of the Provincial
Library. The archival material (predominately photographs and manuscripts)
was integrated with Archives branch holdings and their library was reportedly
integrated with collection of the Provincial Library. Space in the Legislative
Building was at a premium and the Archives was slowly outgrowing its shared
accommodations with the Legislative Library and the MHS. In 1964, W.L.
Morton, acting is his capacity as Chairrnan of the Centennial Cornmittee, Council
of the Manitoba Historical Society approached Stewart McLean, Minister in
charge of Libraries, to see if he was amenable to having a survey made to
determine where the headquarters of the Manitoba Historical Society and the
Provincial Archives should be located. This survey, it was suggested, would be
best conducted by or under the direction of Dr. Lamb. McLean believed "it
would be in order for the Manitoba Historical Society to have a survey made" but
pointed out that any suggestion of the separation of the Provincial Archives from
the Provincial Library would have to be considered "long and seriously."
McLean also wanted to ensure that both Hartwell Bowsfield, the Provincial
Archivist, and Marjorie Morley, the Provincial Librarian, were involved in the
survey."
Lamb met with Bowsfield, Morley and Morton on May 21, 1964 to
discuss the idea and agreed that he himself would conduct the survey of the
manuscript division of the Archives. What he also suggested as "essential if
archival and records policies are to be worked out satisfactorily" was an
"adequate survey of the records still in the vaults and file rooms of the various

departments of the Government." For this task, Lamb proposed using two
members of his staff at the Public Archives of Canada, W.W. Bilsland and W.O.
Potter.= Some confusion then ensued about who was to pay for the cost of the
suwey. McLean thought the Manitoba Historical Society was footing the bill and
the Historical Society assumed that, because the survey was to include public
records, the costs should be borne by the govemment. Funding was finally
secured from Treasury Board in 1965-66 and the Lamb report was delivered to
McLean in February 1966.
Lamb made four main recommendations. The Archives should be given
legal existence by proclaiming an amended and expanded Legislative Library

Act and should include responsibilities for records management. The
association of the Provincial Archives and Legislative Library should continue.
Adequate space should be made in the Legislative Building for the Archives so
that it rnay operate "as a public record office for Manitoba in this location."
Finally. space should be included in this accommodation for the MHS so that its
association with the Archives and Library could continue. 23
The findings of the report included the following statement: "ln July 1965
approximately 650 cubic feet of public records were in the custody of the
Archives. Three-quarters of them had come from three departments - Public
Works, Health, and Mines and Natural Resources. Much of this small collection
seems to have come to the Archives as much by accident as by design."z4 This
pattern of transfer "by accident" to archival custody continued until 1981 when
the Government Records program was initiated.

The preface to part two of the Survey, devoted to public records, was
penned by W.W. Bilsland, Head of the Disposai and Scheduling Section of the
Public Archives of Canada Records Centre. In a preview of what was to greet
archivists many years later, Bilsland described the process of the Survey in
these terms: W e saw most of the major departmental records areas for both
active and dormant records, including the attics, basements, sub-basements,
fire traps and rat holes in which some departments housed their records. We
frequently uncovered records of which the departmental representatives were
u n a ~ a r e . "Emphasizing
~~
the main recommendations of the Survey, the report
included three broad recommendations for public recordkeeping drawing
attention to eighteen detailed points. The recommendations were to repeal the
Public Records Act and Regulations; amend and expand Part Il of the
Legislative Library Act; and remind departments "either by legislation, by
regulations issued under the proposed Act or by other means, of their
responsibilities in the field of records

A few points of the report stand out for the reason that they took many
years to accomplish. The recommendation that a records centre system under
the direction of the Provincial Archivist be established was not achieved until
1981. The suggestion that a statutory "provision requiring al1 departments to

schedule al1 of their records without delay, preferably within five years from the
date of proclamation of the proposed

did not happen for over twenty

y e a r ~ .One
~ ~ significant recommendation, "the assigning to one senior office in
each department" the responsibility for records management, has never

materialized as intended? One of the rnost pressing points about the need to
rectify the abysmal storage conditions that placed the public records of Manitoba

in jeopardy was ignored."
Some substantial recornrnendations were acted upon, including a rewritten Legislative Library Act incorporating Part I1, "Public Records and
Archives." It came into effect in 1967. Provisions of the Act included the
establishment of a standing Public Documents Comrnittee with the Provincial
Archivist as chair and the Provincial Archives providing secretariat support. The
legislation prohibited the removal or destruction of any government record
without the approval of the Cornmittee and authorization by the Minister
responsible for the Archives. The disposal of court records also required the
approval of the Chief Judge. The Act mandated the Archives to acquire,
preserve, and make accessible any documents from the private sector and
enabled the acquisition of records of rnunicipalities and school authorities.
The intervening years between the proclamation of Part II of the
Legislative Library Act in 1967 and the appointment of the third Provincial
Archivist, Peter Bower, in 1980 are rernarkable because of the failure to develop
an effective public records program. Apathy and inactivity on the part of most
departments and agencies except when the filing cabinets were overflowing
resulted in banal Provincial Documents Cornmittee meetings to deal with the
destruction of record^.^' Notable exceptions dealt with the transfer of sorne
valuable archival records. These were, however, few in nurnber. Accession
records indicate that approximately 2,000 cubic feet of records were in archival

custody pnor to the establishment of a records management program in 1981.
Given that the Lamb report identified 650 cubic feet of public records in archival
custody in 1965/66, this means that only about 1.350 cubic feet of government
records were transferred to archival custody in the fourteen years between 1966
and 1980.32
The failure was not due to inaction on the part of the Provincial Archives.
In a Provincial Documents Cornmittee (PDC) meeting in 1968. the second
Provincial Archivist and Chairman of the PDC, John Bovey, remarked on the fact
that the implementation of schedules authorized by the Documents Comrnittee
should result in the orderly transfer of records to archival custody. "Such
systematic deposits." he said, "are not occurring at present with the regularity
that is desirable and should be expected."" Some of the problems can be
attributed to the "Regulation Respecting the Preservation of Public Records
under The Legislative Library Acty'(LI 20 - Rl). It was almost identical to the
repealed Regulations (M.R. 26/56 and 2/57) under the Public Records Act. The
new addition was the insertion of minimum retention periods for certain common
series of records. They hardly served as guidelines for assisting departrnents in
managing their records34and were proven to be ineffectual in assisting with
space savings. The issue of a records centre system with the ability to destroy
records securely came up on several occasions in the 1970s in the Provincial
Documents Cornmittee meetings. On March 10, 1979, the Winnipeg Tribune's
John Barr reported that a number of government documents containing personal
information frorn the Department of Health and Social Welfare were found

blowing around in the parking lot at the Law Courts Building. They escaped
from a tmck canying 3,000 cubic feet of paper to the city incinerator for
destruction. One government official with the Department of the AttomeyGeneral was quoted as saying that "'destroying paper has a low priority with the
department of government services'... that meant a closed truck was likely
assigned to other, higher, priority needs ... this week's destruction of files was
the first he could recall in recent years. No paper shredder is now available to
destroy the documents before they are b ~ r n e d . " ~ ~
As has been indicated, having a statute in place to address a certain
issue is not a panacea. In the context of the Legislative Library Act, Part II, the
Mônitoba government needed to act upon Lamb's recommendation to establish
a central public records program to deal with the full life-cycle of government
records creation and disposition under the direction of the Provincial Archivist.
In Lamb's words, "Time was when an archives department was supposed to be
doing its job if it took care of obsolete records that happened to be of historical
interest. A modern archives must concern itself with records rnuch more
directly. and at an earlier stage.Iq In addition. a kick-start is frequently required
to set the wheels in motion. Cooperative participants are the key ingredients in
realizing the spirit and intent of legislation. Such were the needs and
circumstances in 1980 when the new Provincial Archivist, Peter Bower, and
three colleagues (Barry Hyman. Al Hanslip and Sid Restall) set out to expose
the state of Manitoba's public records.

Peter Bower had declared his intention to breathe life into the archives
when he was introduced to the Provincial Documents Committee in February

1980 as the new Provincial Archivist and committee chairman. It is recorded in
the minutes of this meeting that: "Mr. Bower stated that records management
would receive much attention in the years ahead and that the Provincial
Archives would becorne aggressive in this area

... and that a concemed effort

would be made to transfer historically valuable records to the Archives from
government offices and records storage a r e a ~ . " ~ ~
Correspondence with the Department of Finance one month later
indicates that the newly appointed Provincial Archivist was attempting to get to
the bottom of the records management problem in Manitoba. Finance had
reportedIy been
quite active in promotion and developrnent activities including
education, some consultative assistance to departments, some
research, the initiation of the Departmental Records Office function,
inactive records management and the development of 'tools' such
as the Subject Guide to Administrative Records in the Govemment
of Manitoba. Generally, we have been acting as a catalyst to
generate an awareness of the importance of Records Management
in the Govemment. 38
The substance of the memo declared PAM's intention to take over responsibility
for records management while acknowledging the contribution Finance had
made.
In August 1980, the above mentioned photo essay (entitled T h e Public
Records of Manitoba") was produced in an attempt to portray the s o r v state of

Manitoba's important and irreplaceable legislative, legal, financial,
administrative, operational. historical and cultural records. 39 The essay was
sent to the Minister of Cultural Affairs and Historic Resources who brought it to
the attention of Cabinet. The visual impact of the deplorable treatment of public
records for over 110 years was effective."

Bower wanted to put the days of

what his predecessor John Bovey had termed "serendipity archives" well behind
the institution. He recounted the haphazard and appalling state of
recordkeeping in these terms: that some records of archival significance
survived is in part due to the neglect to dispose of them; that many did not
survive is almost surely due to the neglect to properly identiw and care for
them.41
A proposal was brought fomvard to create a Public Records Branch of the
Provincial Archives. In response, a cornmittee consisting of the Deputy
Ministers of the Departments of Cultural Affairs and Historical Resources,
Government Services, Finance. Attorney-General, and the Clerk of the
Executive Council was established in l98OI8l to guide and support the
Archives' development of a records management program. Planning work had
also begun on the removal of records from the attics and basements of the
Legislative Building and the provision of a records centrem4'After so many years
of painstaking effort to draw attention to the need for care of public records, the
goal posts were in sight.
According to the Annual Report of the Archives in 1981, six new staff
positions were approved through the estimates process and a Govemment

Records Division began operations in September 1981. The division's mandate
was to
administer an integrated records programme affecting al1
departments, agencies, and corporations of the Crown with
responsibility for the development of effective records keeping; the
promotion of records inventorying and retention scheduling to
permit appraisals and inform Documents Committee disposal
approvals; the operation of an economical retrieval, storage, and
disposa1 system for records covered by schedules; and the
administration of government records transferred to the Provincial
Archives. 43
In 1981, Gordon Dodds was hired as the Chief of Governrnent Records
and the records management program was undennray. He began work on a
Records Authority Schedule form that would be used to provide accurate
information on any records series in any department or agency. When signed by
the members of the Documents Cornmittee and the Minister, it would constitute
the authority for retention and disposal of records therein described. The form
was designed to concisely describe and control records series throughout their
life-cycle." Other achievements which were soon accomplished included regular
site inspections and systems evaluations, the establishment of a records centre
for secure storage of material scheduled for disposal at future dates (for semiactive records), plans developed for a government-wide records disposal service
in conjunction with the records centre (which was to begin in 1982/83) and a
series of training workshops on records management.45 Evidence that the work
of the division was in full swing came in the Annual Report of the Archives for
1982183. In just over one year of operation, the Records Centre had reached 95

percent of its holding capacity and planning was already underway to look for
alternate space. In addition, more than 17,000 feet of archival govemment
records were awaiting completion of the renovations to vault space in the
Manitoba Archives Building." Secure destruction of records through the
government-wide records disposal service, operating from the Govemment
Records Centre, began in the fa11 of 1982."
The new approach to government records also involved a change in the
composition of the Provincial Documents Cornmittee. It was re-designed to
consist of Directors/Executive Directors of Justice, Finance, Offîce of the
Provincial Auditor, Government Services, Chief of Government Records
(Secretary) and the Provincial Archivist (Chair). In the past, cornmittee members
had been appointed by the deputy minister of each of the departments
mentioned above. This sometirnes resulted in appointment of junior employees
with a limited understanding of or interest in record keeping. The newly formed
PDC was composed of representatives of senior management who had an

interest and stake in proper record keeping. The routine or "housekeeping"
nature of the committee's work evolved into a professional, rigorous, and
systematic approach to management of government records."
The first transfers of archiva1 records under the new program began in
September 1981. Of the fi@-seven transfers from departments that year, only
sixteen were under Records Authority Schedules. The percentage of records
under orderly disposal was slowly growing so that by 1982, out of the 190
transfers of archivai records, forty-three were under Records Authority

Schedule~."~
The following chapter will discuss the rapid acceleration of the
control of government records due to impending access legislation.
Pnor to implementation of the records management program in 1981 at
PAM, there were two obvious factors which caused the eariy transfer of
govemment records to archiva1 custody: the paper burden (which continues to be
a factor) and a genuine historical interest by some govemment employees who
recognized the importance of preserving the records?
How was access to government records in the archives determined? The
accumulation of public records in the archives was so slight in the early years
that records could be examined on an item level by archivists. For the most part,
though, access to this material was unrestricted. Beginning in 1955 under the
Public Records Act, the Documents Committee reviewed the request for transfer

of material and determined access conditions. Access was not always clear but
most often the records were open to the public by the time they came into
archival custody. Some examples of restricted series included transfers of
Children's Aid Societies case files and Unmarried Mother and Filiation Files. The
Documents Committee considered these series in 1960. Minutes record that the
Archivist requested samples of the files for permanent retention: "In view of the
very confidential nature of material on the files, the Cornmittee recommended
that any samplings filed in the archives be released for viewing only on
permission of the Minister of Health and Public Welfare."5' The committee was
also concerned about whether departments and agencies would transfer
records to archiva1 cusiody if they thought access would be unrestricted. Kaye

Lamb had discussed the issue in his report of 1966. He wrote, "...it is important
that departments should know that the transfer of records to the Archives need
not mean that they become available automatically for unrestricted use by the
public. Subject to any overall rule goveming public access that the Governrnent
rnay establish, conditions of access rnay be stipulated by departrnents at the
time of t r a n ~ f e r . ' 'Some
~ ~ d the earîiest Records Authority Schedules approved
by the Documents Committee included examples of varying access provisions
such as a fifieen year closure period on Deputy and Assistant Deputy Ministefs
files .53
The most common rule applied prior to 1981 to records deemed restricted
was the thirty-year nile. Precedence for this period of restriction was provided by
British Parliamentary tradition. In Britain, the 1958 Pubic Records Act normally
granted access fifty years after the creation of the record. In 1967 the Act was
arnended to provide for a normal access period of thirty years after creation
unless records were previously open. Allowable variations in the United
Kingdom for extending the closure beyond thirty years depended on the
following: actual harm had to be shown to result from the release and be based
on matters affecting national security and defence, or be information provided in
confidence or involve the necessity to protect privacy.54
The thirty year rule was adopted by most Canadian archival institutions
including the National Archives of Canada which incorporated it into the Access

Directive for transfer of public records to the Public Archives of Canada in
1977.55The advantage of the thirty-year rule was what some have temed the

"passage of time principle": "This principle assumes that the reasons for and
appropriateness of denying access diminish over time. Or. to put it another way,
the public interest in permitting access to government records increases over
tirne"? For reasons which will be discussed in the context of privacy protection.
this thirfy year time is no longer seen to be sufficient.
At the Provincia! Archives of Manitoba, after the informai adoption of the
thirty-year rule, research agreements (usually authorized by the Deputy Minster
responsible for the records in question) were the vehicle by which the public
gained access to restricted recordsg In general, agreements were geared
toward bona fide acadernic research and in some respects the "average person"
had rnuch more limited access than today under FlPPA."
By 1982, the tide had turned in public recordkeeping in the Government of
Manitoba and a solid foundation in records and archives management had been
established for the access statute for the province which would appear on the
horizon in the fall of that year.
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Schedule A; but the authorization shall not be given until the appropriate
retention period set out in column 2 of Schedule A has elapsed." An illustration
of the vagueness with which the descriptions of classes of records were "set
forth" is "Type 5" is described as "tirne books, time sheets, and other records that
have served their original purpose after the information therein has been

transcribed to other documents." This type of record could be destroyed after
ten years. Regulation L I20-RI, 5.
Clipping frorn The Winnipeg Tiibune, Saturday March 10, 1979 attached to a
memo from John Bovey, Provincial Archivist to M.E. Bayer, Assistant Deputy
Minister, Tourism and Cultural Affairs, March 14, 1970. PAM, Manitoba Culture,
Heritage and Citizenship, Provincial Documents Cornmittee, Comrnittee Support
Files, CH 0048, t.b.1. The subject of the rnemo is the "physical destruction of
documents to be scheduled for disposal." The substance of the rnemo is that the
City of Winnipeg is closing their incinerator on Apnl 1, 1970 and that land-fiIl sites
will be used instead. Unless the records authorized to be destroyed are
shredded before being buried, more embarrassing situations like the one
reported will be occurring. His suggestion was that "our Minister ask the Minister
of Government Services if his department can provide an adequate alternative
incinerator, or centralized shredding equipment adequate to meet the needs of
the governrnent departments and crown [sic] corporations."
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PAM, Manitoba Culture, Heritage and Recreation, Legislative Library Office
Files, A 0033, GR 1596, box 7, "Archives", Lamb to McLean, June 3, 1964.
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PAM, Manitoba Culture, Heritage and Citizenship, Provincial Documents
Cornmittee, Minutes, CH 0046, February 21, 1980.
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PAM, Manitoba Culture, Heritage and Citizenship, Provincial Documents
Comrnittee, Committee Support Files, CH 0048, t.b. 1, Hugh Barnstead, Systerns
Planning and Development, Department of Finance, to Peter Bower, Provincial
Archivist of Manitoba, March 27, 1980. Attached to Barnstead's correspondence
was a draft Position Paper on "The Role of the Documents Committee in the
Governrnent of Manitoba" dated December 1979. The argument of the paper
was that given the growth in Government programs and the resulting complexity
of records to support programs, policies and processes, the role of the PDC
should be strengthened so that it could be instrumental in providing afFirmative
directions for records management. The recommendations included establishing
a records management program which would work in the areas of policy,
procedures and guidelines development, training, records advisory services and
program development such as micrographics management, records centre
operations and vital records management. Clearly, the work of Finance in this
analysis was of benefit to the Provincial Archivist.
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Peter Bower, interview with the author, August 29, 2000. Bower is currently
Executive Director, Access and Privacy Unit, Office of the Ombudsman (former
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offices.
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2000).
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Chapter 2

The Development of Access Legislation in Manitoba and the Role of the
Provincial Archives of Manitoba

Any freedom of information legislation is only as good as the quality
of the records to which it provides access. Such rights are of little
use if reliable records are not created in the first place. if they
cannot be found when needed or if the arrangements for their
eventual archiving or destruction are inadequate.'
The foundation of al1 access to information iegislation is the existence of
recorded information to which the legislation pertains. Information rights
legislation has had a profound impact on the control of government records in
Manitoba. If the Provincial Archivist's photo essay can be said to have given a
kick-start to the establishment of a Government Records program, the prospect
of access legislation was fuelling the efforts of the Government Records
program, departments and agencies to manage government information.
This chapter will examine how the Provincial Archives of Manitoba,
particularly the Government Records program, came to be involved in a
collaborative effort to develop access legislation for Manitoba. Because the
recordk management program and access legislation were unfolding at the sarne
time, they had a symbiotic effect. It will be shown that the involvement of the
archives left an indelible mark on some of the provisions of The Freedom of

Information Act and the policies for its implementation. Responsibility for the Act
was formally assumed by the Government Records program at the time of

proclamation and this central administrative role has left a permanent mark on
the operations of Provincial Archives of Manitoba.
The prospect of access to information legislation was discussed in the
Legislative Assernbly on at least two occasions in the spring of 1983 by the
Attorney-General, Roland Penner.2 Penner had been watching access to
information developments in a few provincial jurisdictions, in the federal sphere,
and in the legal comrnunity. Various sources have stated that access legislation
was a personal passion of the Attorney-General, who believed deeply in the
concept of open, accountable and dernocratic g~vernment.~
Evidence of the impact on the records management program at PAM of
the anticipated access legislation is found in the Provincial Documents
Cornmittee minutes of the spring of 1983. The regular program of scheduling
governrnent records continued in 1983, but with the prospect of access to
information legislation in mind. The Provincial Archivist emphasized that in order
to develop an access guide '70 its fullest utility, Government Records was
attempting to accelerate the records scheduling process in departments because
it was primarily on the data generated by the schedules that the government

must depend when the proposed Freedom of Information act was proclaimed.'"
In a 1983 article directed to the archival community, an outline of the work
of the Government Records prograrn reinforced Bower's point in describing the
progress made in two years of operation:
Through the records inventory and schedule, it is becoming
possible to prepare guides and indexes to current records keeping

in support of access to information and to afford the public with
necessary support on personal privacy. And, through the various
types of descriptive finding aids required to gain access to holdings
of governrnent records at the Archives, it is possible to reconstruct
the whole spectrurn of records keeping in the Manitoba government
and permit researchers to understand not only what there is but
why it is there. This too is central to the reason for preserving the
public records as a natural and proper function of g~vernment.~
The integrated records management-archives program appears to have been
working well and the scheduling process seerns to have facilitated the
description of archival government records. The program continued to grow in
1983-84, as records management workshops were conducted for government
employees and responsibility for the central micrographies service for the
governrnent was a b s ~ r b e d . ~
As the Provincial Archives prepared for new access legislation, the
Manitoba govemment continued work on the legislation. Eugene Szach was
hired in 1982 as a research director responsible for drafting freedom of
information legislation for Manitoba. He recails that the Attorney-General wanted
an act that was easy to use and suggested the Canadian Bar Association Mode1

Bill as a guide. As Szach began to look at the issues, however, and examine the
federal bill, he realized that access legislation was extremely complex.
The development of federal access and privacy legislation must be briefly
examined in light of the fact that Manitoba's Freedom of Information Act was
based upon both it and responses to proposed federal legislation by the
Canadian Bar Association (CBA).

In the late 1960s and early 1970s political scientist Donald C. Rowat of
Carleton University published a serîes of articles urging more open govemment
and freedom of information laws. During that time, Barry Mather and Gerald
"Ged" Baldwin (then rnembers of the House of Commons) introduced a series of
private member's Bills. In 1974, Ged Baldwin introduced in the Commons
Private Mernbets Bill C-255, "An Act respecting the right of the public to
information concerning the public business." The subject matter of the bill was
referred to the parliamentary Standing Joint Committee on Regulations and
Other Statutory Instruments in December of that year.' T h e Committee held a
series of hearings, lasting nearly two years, and called witnesses frorn inside and
outside government to examine al1 aspects of 'the question of freedom of
information and protection of privacy."'

In June 1977, the federal government

tabled a Green Paper on freedom of information entitled "Legislation on Public
Access to Government Documents," which was also referred to the Standing
Joint Committee. That same year, the Bar Association published a research
study on freedom of information by Professor T. Murray Rankin entitled
"Freedom of Information in Canada: WiII the Doors Stay Shut?" The Bar
Association subsequently created the Special Committee on Freedom of
Information whose mandate on behalf of the CBA was to "carry out further
research, to develop and present the Association's views on freedom of
information and eventually to prepare a draft model bill." Freedom of Information

in Canada: A Modei Bill, based largely on Rankin's study, was published in
1979.'

Debate on the subject of access legislation began to appear in the journal
of the Association of Canadian Archivists, Archivana, in the summer 1977 issue.
Terry Eastwood's article entitled "The Disposition of Ministerial Papers"
examined how retention and disposal decisions for ministerial records were
made in Canadian jurisdictions. lntegral to this discussion was access to these
records and the role of these records in holding governments accountable for
their actions. The debate surrounding the appropriate degree of access to
government records, and whether ministerial papers were public property or the
private property of the minister centered on the doctrine of ministerial
responsibility to the prime minister, to cabinet and to the people through
Parliament. Eastwood said: "The efficient discharge of such responsibilities
generally is regarded as demanding a certain degree of ~onfidentiality."'~
The
inference of the principle of ministerial responsibility is that the minister has the
power to decide how much information should be released about policies and
decision-making. This issue came to the fore in the government's Green Paper
which favoured retaining the system of ministerial responsibility, and allowing the
minister final authorïty over access to government documents. The CBA
dismissed this approach and recomrnended a two-tiered review process: an
independent commissioner empowered to release documents; and formal
judicial review. This review mechanism was adopted in the Access to
Information Act in 1982."

In addition to the federal legislation, Eugene Szach studied the legislation
in effect in eastern Canada and the United StatesI2and consulted with Murray

Rankin and Ken Rubin.I3 Consultations with departments and agencies, often in
the form of questionnaires, were used in order to understand the existing policies
on access to government information and the special considerations of some
government programs and services governed by other Manitoba statutes.
The Manitoba Attorney-General's department also sought the assistance
of the Provincial Archives as the logical source for information on recordkeeping
issues and access restrictions to the govemment records in its custody. The
identification. analysis and protection of recorded governrnent information from
creation to final disposition was the mandate of the Governrnent Records
program of the Provincial Archives. Through the scheduling process, including
review and approval by the Provincial Documents Comrnittee, the Archives was
already examining basic records administration issues which also happened to
be related to access legislation, such as what constitutes a Manitoba
government record.
The Legislafive Library Act (section 1 6 ) attracted the attention of Eugene
Szach to the Archives since the Act was the only statute in effect in Manitoba
which dealt with access (or restrictions on access) to government records.14 The
October 14, 1982 minutes of the Provincial Documents Committee make
reference to a meeting of the Provincial Archivist and Szach at the Archives on
October 4, 1982. This marked the formal beginning of PAM's involvement in
developing access legislation for Manitoba.''

Peter Bower recently indicated that

when the Archives was approached by Szach to assist with the development of
the legislation, it heartily agreed. He explained that the profile of the Provincial

Archives in the Manitoba govemment needed to be raised and he saw this then
as an opportunity to do that. Bower also said that it was fundarnental to the
Governrnent Records program because, although scheduling had already
begun, he expected that control of government records would be greatly
enhanced by the prospect of access legislation.16
The Freedom of Information Act (S.M. 1985-86, c. 6) provided a legal

"right of access" (S. 3) to records held by Manitoba government departments and
agencies, subject to "limited" and specific exemptions. The right of access of
"the applicant" was not limited to residents of Manitoba, or of Canada for that
matter. Other rights in the act included the right to file a complaint (S. 14) with
the Manitoba Ombudsman if the appiicant felt subject to unjustifiable noncompliance. The applicant also had the right to submit a request for correction of
personal information (S. 13) held by government. As implied above, the access
review process gave an applicant the avenue of complaint to the Manitoba
Ombudsman (powers of recornmendation) and the right to final appeal to the
Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench (S. 30) (binding order power of the judiciary)I7.
In addition to investigating cornplaints under the act, the duties of the
Ombudsman included an annual report to the Legislative Assembly on his
activities under FOI (S.55).
Exemptions to the right of access (four mandatory and eight discretionary)
were intended to protect individual privacy rights and the legitimate confidentiality
needs of government. Mandatory exemptions were signaled by the terminology
"shall refuse to give access" whereas discretionary exemptions were signified by

"may refuse to give access." Personal privacy protection was included by
making it a mandatory exemption. However, a separate law governing privacy
protection would have to wait for over a decade. Access to records containing
personal information for bona fide research or statistical purposes (S. 41 (5)) was
permitted by means of a format research agreement. As discussed in detail
below, a published access guide to enable applicants to locate records was
included in the Act at the suggestion of the Provincial Archives. AI1 provincial
departments, agencies and Crown corporations were subject to The Freedom of
Information Act with the exception of the officers of the Legislative Assembly (the

Provincial Auditor, the Chief Electoral Officer and the Ombudsman).
Without delving into each and every section of the FOI Act in detail, a few
provisions stand out as points meriting discussion. The right of access in the
legislation was additional to any rights of access already available under existing
provincial laws or by custom or practice (S. 61). By placing this section in the
Act, the Manitoba government allowed records which were open prior to
proclamation to remain open at the archives and upon arriva1 at the archives if
they had been so treated by the department or agency. Eugene Szach also
drafted a subsection which ensured that FOI prevailed where any confiict existed
between FOI and "any access provision or access restriction contained in a
Schedule prepared or approved under The Legislative Library Act" (S 64(4)). The
Act did not apply to any rights of access, procedures for obtaining access and
restrictions on access contained within The Child and Family Services Act and
regulations, The Workers Compensafion Act, The Vifal Statistics Act, The

Statistics Act and The Secunties Act (S. 66). It is noteworthy that despite many
positive steps taken in the Act toward open governrnent, some of the "legitimate"
exemptions required for confidentiality in governrnent were taken to the extreme.
Section 38 allowed for the mandatory denial of access to Cabinet confidences
for thirty years. As will be discussed in the next chapter, thirty years is the
longest closure period for Cabinet records in Canada.
The two most significant proposals of the Provincial Archives to be
included in The Freedom of lnformafion Act were the requirement to produce an
access guide or, as the federal legislation called it, an access register, and the
mechanism for gaining access to records -- by obtaining the approval of the
records' creator. Under these two provisions of the Act the Provincial Archives of
Manitoba serves as the "guide" to public records in the archives and government
offices, not the "gatekeeper" of access to them.18 The decision to make the
records' creator the decision-rnaker in access requests to restricted records,
including restricted records in the archives, was described by Peter Bower and
Gordon Dodds as a self-protective measure to avoid being swamped as the
"gatekeepef' to the massive arnount of archival records being brought under
control by the records management program. They did not want to partake in
the "black hole" of access determination on an increasing number of archival
govemment record^.'^ The Archives' recommendation on access determination
was accepted by Cabinet. This approach has never been challenged. As Peter
Bower indicated, there is precedent for it. Prior to FOI, departments stipulated
access requirements on archiva1 records through the Provincial Documents

Committee process. Similarly, the Archives did not rnake access detemination
on archivai records govemed by other acts such as The Child and Family
Senices Act, The V

.Sfatistics Act or The Family Maintenance Act. So, it

made sense to continue on with the way access had always been irnplemented
when restrictions applied. Gordon Dodds indicated that he has been questioned
by other jurisdictions on how this was achieved. In 1990 he made the following
observations to Richard Valpy, Territorial Archivist, Northwest Terfitories:
Direct application to the creator department allows the Archives to
preserve its facilitative role - records management, protection of
records, guidance to information, assistance to departments,
monitoring of govemrnent performance, and so on .... The most
effective task for the Archives is to undertake to administer such a
statute because of its naturaI affinity with information and records
management. We have found in Manitoba that receipt and
decision-making directly by departments and agencies provides a
sharpening of the process - makes the creators and custodians of
the record more accountable. To support this view, the Manitoba
Archives does not even give access to records transferred to
archival vaults from departments and agencies, unless there is
indication of prior public access ... we have found this approach to
be economical of resources and it has not raised any research
impediments.
The Provincial Archives decision to advance this method of access
determination may have been a result of obsetving the experience with access
legislation at the National Archives of Canada. A flurry of discussion on the topic
of the role of archives in regard to access legislation was published in 1978 in
Archivaria. This came on the heels of the federal governrnent's Green Paper

discussion of the question of access. With the prospect of federal legislation on
access loorning on the horizon, Terry Cook of the National Archives remarked in

Archivana that ['there are two requirernents essential to effective freedom of
information legislation whether broadly or narrowly framed. First, there must be
an adequate index to the information; if the sources of information are unknown,
informed requests for access cannot be made. Second, should the public
servant or minister controlling certain information refuse to release it, the citizen
seeking access must have a route of appeal."2' Also among the articles was
Jean Tener's "Accessibility and Archives." She discussed access to archival
records in both the private and public sphere. Among the many interesting
points she raised was her comment on the role of archives in access
determination:
Ideally, the archivist should contribute not only to the
implementation of policy, but also to its formulation. Too rnuch
discretionary power presents the danger that the archivist will
become policeman and censor ... quite apart from the political and
social implications of the present situation, archivists cannot afford
to assume the role of gatekeeper for public records, if only for
practical reasons.
Such archival functions as classification,
arrangement, description, and preservation already threaten to
swamp available resources."
In 1984, Robert Hayward published an article on the history of access
policies at the Public Archives (now the National Archives) of Canada and the
provisions of the "new" legislation. The most pertinent section discusses the
impact of the legislation on the role of the Public Archives in access
determination:
The results of the legislation are far reaching indeed. Most basic is
the rnatter of who controls the record as well as the access to the
record. The legislation makes the governrnent institution that

controls the record legally responsible for access requests. Until
the present time, there has existed within the federal govemment a
clear distinction between transfer of records to the Archives and
access to them ... though the Archives held the records,
departments maintained a residual control over access to them.
This will no longer be the case.23
Other issues relevant to the Manitoba which ernerged in Hayward's
account of the Public Archives' experience with the new access legislation
include the problem it had coping with access determination on annual
increments of govemrnent records of about two thousand linear metres, and the
reluctance of certain departments to transfer records to archival custody if it
meant "another authority would control the release of 'their' information."
Hayward concluded that under the new legislation "the archives assumes the
mantle of 'gatekeeper' of the record.''24 He also foresaw a change in relationship
between the research cornmunity and archivists as archives assume the role of
just another government institution in the access process instead of an
"information broker." There were important lessons to be learned in this
argument.
An article by Daniel German published in 1995, "Access and Privacy
Legislation and the National Archives, 1983-1993: A Decade of ATIP,"25picked
up where Hayward left off. The article differed in that it was less critical in its
approach, focusing on the successes with the legislation at the National
Archives. Much energy was devoted by German to the citation of statistics on
the number of applications received and the volume of records which had been
reviewed under the acts at the National Archives. In the context of the process

of document review under ATIP, German did, however, mention problerns in
applying various exemptions and exclusions of the ATIP acts, problems which
the Provincial Archives of Manitoba was eager to avoid:
Once a request has been received under ATIP, applying these
varying exemptions and exclusions can be difficult, particularly
since al1 departments (especially, of course, the National Archives)
hold materials that originated with other institutions. These other
agencies, by their presurned experience with the topic of the
papers, possess a better knowledge of the sensitivity of the
documents in question. In order to obtain the benefit of this
expertise, consultations with the originating departments may be
the recommended course of action to ensure the proper application
of ATIP. In addition to this, though, prior to applying those sections
of ATIP related to defence, international relations, and national
security, consultation with offices having an interest in these areas
is mandat~ry.~'
German does not probe the implications of this extra layer of decisionmaking required to process access applications. His account raises the question
of whether archivists are twly qualified to be the "gatekeepers" for records in
archives if they must defer to the records' creators so frequently. The situation
described above indicates that the role of "gatekeeper" to archival records is an
uncornfortable one for archives, as they are forced to apply the legislation to
issues documented in records about which archivists do not have subject matter
expertise and thus are not really able to make access determinations.
Similarly, the current situation at the Archives of Ontario with the Ontario
Freedom of Information and Protection of P k a c y Act indicates that the subject

matter expertise is not one archivists have or should be expected to have.
Although under the Ontario legislation, the Archives of Ontario is responsible for

determining access to records in its custody, experience with this role has
revealed its limits. In some cases, the Archives reports, frequent requests for
information under the access and pnvacy legislation have resulted in re-appraisal
of records series to lengthen the time the records remain in the custody of
government departments, so that these agencies can provide the access
determinations the Archives is unable to make:
In assessing operational need, ministries should also consider the
frequency with which the public requests access to program files.
In a few cases this might mean that a ministry keeps records for
longer than might otherwise have been the case because a public
need for the records remains. For example, the ministry's primary
need for information within program files may only be two years,
but the public has repeatedly requested access to these records for
up to five years. Perhaps individuals have wanted to know why
certain decisions affecting their personal interests were made. It is
not feasible or effective for the Archives to adrninister these
requests [original emphasis]. For one thing, ministry personnel are
more familiar with these issues and programs. Moreover, the
public expects records of recent origin to be found in the
ministry administering the prograrn.
They also expect
answers to their questions from the program that made the
decisions [emphasis addedIsn
The Provincial Archives of Manitoba has avoided such re-appraisal by
rejecting the "gatekeeper" role. Records series are scheduled according to
legislative, financial, administrative, operational. historical and cultural
requirements for preservation without having to consider (or reconsider) whether
there is a heavy demand for access to the records. It should be noted, so that
there is no misunderstanding, that government records coming into archiva1
custody srre most often not "old." The average retention period for Manitoba

govemment records, after which records are either destroyed or corne into
archival custody, is about five to seven years, particularly for "program files"
mentioned above.
The Provincial Archives of Newfoundland and Labrador (PANL) is the only
other archives in Canada which does not make access decisions on archival
records restricted under their provincial access legislation, the Freedom o f
Information Act. According to Provincial Archivist Shelley Smith, the creator of
the record determines access to records if they are restricted. The Archives
really has nothing to do with the legislation. However. she described the
Newfoundland access legislation as "very rudimentary." She added: "Nobody
has responsibility for the Act, there are no annual reports under the Act, and
there is no requirement to produce a directory of records [access guide]." As far
as she knows, there have never been any formal requests under FOI for access
~ ~ asked if the access mechanism to
to records in archival c ~ s t o d y .When
restricted archival records has worked this way since the legislation was passed
in 1983, Smith responded that in practice it has but it was not formally articulated
until 1994 when the Department of Justice made a request to retain the nght of
access determination to the records transferred from their department. Smith
stated: "1 believe that archivists should promote access and that it is not Our role
to deny access. If the creator of the records has issues with access, let them
make those de ci si on^."^^
The discussion of which department would be responsible for the
administration of Manitoba's freedom of information legislation was underway as

eariy as May 1983. Although the Attorney-General, Roland Penner, had
introduced the concept of the legislation and had hired Eugene Szach to
research and draft the legislation, it was recognized early on that the archives
had a vested interest in the Act and that, in Penner's words, "it could well be the
Department of Cultural Affairs which already had the major responsibility for the
handling of govemment information and documents and the archive^."^'
The Speech from the Throne in March 1985 announced that freedom of
information legislation would be proposed during the d es si on.^' Bill 5, the
Freedom of Information Act, was given first reading in the legislature on March
15, 1985. Upon introduction for second reading on June 4, the Attorney-General
described the legislation in these terms:
Having worked on this legislation, very closely, for close to three
years; having considered the major piece of Freedom of
Information legislation in this country, the federal bill; having
considered the New Brunswick bill; having considered the Nova
Scotia bill - and those are the only bills extant in the country - 1
can Say, with a sense of certainty, that the bill which 1 have
introduced for second reading today is the best in the country.
Indeed, Sir, it has been so described to us by Professor Murray
Rankin, an acknowledged international expert in the field, who
prepared the Canadian Bar Association model bill, from which we
learned a great deal.32
During debate on second reading, the opposition raised the issue of
privacy protection. Although the legislation provided for access to and correction
of personal information, there were no specific sections of the Act which Iimited
the collection, use and disclosure of personal information by public bodies.= The
question was raised again when Bill 5 went to the Standing Cornmittee on

Statutory Regulations and Orders in July 1985. The Attorney-General indicated
that data protection legislation was of particular interest to him and that the
government was looking to developrnents in Europe. Ultimately, the goal was to
bring forward privacy legislation but it appears the government wanted to get the
access legislation off the ground first?
On July 1 1, 1985, The Freedom o f Information Acf was passed
unanirnousiy by the Manitoba Legislative Assembly? The Minister of Culture,
Heritage and Recreation was designated as the Minister responsible for the Act.
The Government Records prograrn becarne the central administrative unit
providing operational support for the Minister because of its central role in
managing government records. The Provincial Archives was required by the Act
to: publish and update at least every two years an Access Guide which enabled
applicants to understand the organization of government and locate the records
created by government (S. 50-52); review the Regulation and administration of
the Act within government and prepare operating guidelines (S. 53); and report
annually to the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly on the administration of the
Act and the statistics of implementation by departments and agencies (S.54).
The types of statistics gathered included the number of applications received
and processed, the numbers of applications for which access was granted,
partially granted or denied, response times, exemptions categories invoked in
denial of access, fees collected, and costs involved. These statistics were
gathered quarterly. The access applications were anonymized, fomvarded to

Government Records for compilation and distribution weekly to Access
Coordinators.
The new Act could not come into effect until adequate preparation for
providing access had been made. Until the Act came into effect, the Provincial
Archives' central roIe included the preparation of the Access Guide (to be
published simultaneously in English and French), developing and coordinating
implementation strategies and providing education and training. These
responsibilities involved extensive cooperation and collaboration governmentwide.
Also in order to prepare for proclamation an inter-departmental FOI
implementation committee was struck. It consisted of seven members representing Finance, Community Services, Governrnent Services, two
representatives from the Department of the Attorney General and two
representatives from Culture, Heritage and Recreation (Peter Bower and Gordon
Dodds). The committee was to study implementation methods, draft forms and
regulations, and prepare the civil service. Many departments and agencies
developed policies and procedures tailored to their particular needs and
delivered specialized training sessions for their staff.36 In addition. a Deputy
Ministers Steering Cornmittee "monitored and guided progress across
g~vernment."~'
The delay in implementing the Act resulted in allegations by the opposition
that the NDP government was "dragging their feetl' on proclaiming the FOI Act
because "they did not want damaging information to come out prior to an

election", which was expected in the fall of 1985 or spring of 1986? ln fact, the
main reason for the delay was the need to continue to develop the necessary
records management infrastructure and Access Guide. Although substantive
progress had been made since the creation of a records management prograrn
in 1981, the so-called "foot-dragging" continued for another three years until the
means of identification and control of records were in place to allow the access
legislation to operate effe~tively?~
The management of govemrnent records was far from the straightfoward
task some seemed to assume it was. Not much imagination is needed to picture
the enormous task that faced the Government Records program, even with
sound policies and procedures in place and statutory requirernents behind it. A
basic understanding of the importance of information management to the daily
business of government was lacking in most departments and agencies. It was
difficult (and continues to be difficult) for departrnents to commit the time and
resources necessary to organize, manage and identify the records being
created. In addition to current records there was a huge backlog of material.
Records had been stockpiled in closets and hallways for over 100 years.
"Custody" and "control" were alarmingly deficient.
While the government prepared for the implementation of the new accesa
regime, public attention continued to be focused on the access legislation,
particularly in the legal comrnunity. In Novernber, 1985,the Law Society of
Manitoba Legal Studies and Legal Aid Manitoba presented a forum on freedorn
of information. Speakers cornpared the federal access legislation to the recently

passed Manitoba statute. It was noted by Allan Fineblit (then Chairman of Legal
Aid Manitoba) that the Canadian and Manitoba access Iaws were remarkably
sirnilar in scope and content on such matters as the limitations on access
(exemptions) and the appeal processes. lnger Hansen (then Information
Comrnissioner for the federal access act) and Gordon Earle (Manitoba
Ombudsman) spoke about their roles in the first instance of appeal."
In December 1995, the judge of a pre-proclamation civil suit in the Court
of Queen's Bench made reference to The Freedom o f information Act and the
history of access to public records in a legal evidentiary context. A reporter for

The Winnipeg Free Press was attempting to gain access O
: the amount of
compensation given when the government expropriated real property for the
Core Area Initiative and the North Portage Developrnent projects. Without the
Act in effect, the only recourse was to prove that records were "public" and in the
public interest to release. Justice Jewers discussed access in the following
terms:
The common law of England, which is part of our legal heritage,
does recognize a right in al1 persons who have a sufficient interest
at law, to inspect public records and public documents. The next
questions are whether the documents ... are public documents ...
and whether the applicant is a person having sufficient legal
interest to claim the right .... If it is important that court files be
open to public inspection - and it unquestionably is - it is surely
equally important, and consonant with the notion and principles of
open governrnent now embraced in our freedom of information
Iegislation (not yet proclairned), that the conduct of government,
and specifically, the expenditure of public monies, be open to
public scr~tiny.~'

Throughout 1986 and 1987, pressure continued to mount in the political
arena to proclaim the Act. Two additional positions were approved for the
Government Records prograrn in order to advance the work of scheduling,
preparation of the access guide, and training. 80th the Attorney-General and the
Minister of Culture, Heritage and Recreation (as Minister responsible for the Act)
adarnantly defended the length of time it was taking to schedule records by
reminding members of the Legislative Assembly of the abysmal state of
recordkeeping that the Provincial Archivist had exposed in 1980, the scope of
the Act which extended to al1 governrnent departments, agencies and Crown
corporations. and their varying stages of readiness. The government declared
the goal for proclamation as the spring of 1988."
By February 1988, members of the opposition were calling for either
prodamation of the Act or resignation of the Minister responsible for the Act.
Judy Wasylycia-Leis, the Minister of Culture, Heritage and Recreation, countered
that "there has been progress, steady progress in the identification, the
description and the scheduling of the record [sic] system." She went on to Say
"the management of records and information is not only critical to proclamation,
but it is essential to the effective administration of The Freedorn of Information
Act.'14 No matter how legitimate the excuse, it was wearing thin in the
Legislative Assembly. As it turns out, the resignation called for by the opposition
was not necessary as the NDP government was defeated just a short time
afterward in 1988.

The Freedom of Information Act was proclaimed on Septernber 30, 1988,
just over three years after it received Royal Assent and almost six years after its
inception. Those y e a n were an exhausting and arduous t h e for the staff of
Government Records at the Provincial Archives of Manitoba. However,
published reports document the remarkable progress. According to the 1986-87
Annual Reporf for the Department of Culture, Heritage and Recreation, the new
Records Centre facility (with increased storage space for semi-active and
archival records) became operational. The space gained was being quickly filled
by the routine and orderly transfer of scheduled records. Government Records
staff was busy in the records advisory and FOI training areas. The report stated
that "Seven hundred and sixty-five field visits were made to government offices
throughout the province to explain preparations for Freedorn of Information,
encourage improved records management practices, and to safeguard records
designated for permanent preservation in the Archives' vaults.""
During the next fiscal year, in response to the mounting pressure
mentioned above, even more emphasis was placed on identifjing and describing
records systems in preparation for proclamation of the Act. The Chief of
Records Advisory in Government Records remembers that fiscal year as being
particularly taxing as the push had corne from govemment to complete the work
so that the Access Guide could be published." The Provincial Documents
Cornmittee met eighteen times in 1987188 and considered over 2,800 schedules
from various departrnents and agencies. 46 Emphasis was also placed on
preparing staff for proclamation. An eight minute training video was produced to

educate civil servants and public interest groups about the pn'nciples, provisions
and procedures of the legislation. Training also took place for access
coordinators in departments and agencies and departmental records officers.
Concentrated staff time in Government Records was also being devoted
to the production of the Access Guide. The first edition was published in
September 1988 in both official languages and distributed to al1 government
departments and agencies, public Iibraries and municipal offices. The Guide
was designed to describe the structure and function of each public body covered
by FOI. It identified and described the records systems in the custody or control
of government, and indicated where the records were held, what kind of
information they contained and whether they were designated as archiva1 or to
be destroyed after a stated retention period. A subject index attempted to make
the Access Guide more accessible to the public which was unlikely to be familiar
with most governrnent programs, services and responsibilities. As well, a
glossary of terms cornmon to most government offices made the information
contained in the Guide more user-friendly. In addition, the Guide described
basic features of The Freedom of Information Act such a s exemptions and
exclusions and instructed the user on how to apply for access, the fees involved,
where to send the application and how to make a cornplaint if the response
received was not satisfactory. The Guide was not only a public access tool but it
also served as an invaluable reference for departrnents and agencies if
applications needed to be transferred to another government unit for response.

The majority of the work for the Guide was done by Michèle Fitzgerald, a
Govemrnent Records archivist. The result was an impressive first foray into this
kind of descriptive publication. Entries were compiled from information drawn
from cornpleted Records Authority Schedules. When the detail on the schedule
was insufficient, departmenta1 representatives were consulted. Departments
also provided summaries of their responsibilities and current organizational
structure."

The basic format of the Guide has not changed significantly since

1988, but much additional information about govemrnent organization and

records has been included over the years in order to rnake it more
comprehensive. In the author's estimation, no other public access tool produced
under information rights legislation in Canada surpasses the detailed, consistent,
and current description of Manitoba government records in the Guide." This
reflects the strengths of the Government Records program in Manitoba, which
include the fact that it had responsibility for records management, archival
govemment records and central administration of access legislation. Traditional
archival expertise in describing records for public access (incorporating
information about the context of the records' creation to make them meaningful)
dovetailed well with the need to the describe current records systerns for access
purposes under FOI.
In the 1988189 fiscal year, records management activities continued to be
"focused primarily on preparing departments and agencies to manage access to
information requests and on central support thrmgh enhanced records
c o n t r ~ l s . "The
~ ~ flow of new Records Authority Schedules through the Provincial

Documents Cornmittee was dramatically reduced now that the legislation was in
effect and the Access Guide had been published. The Committee considered
712 retention and disposal schedules in that year, a reduction of alrnost seventyfive percent from the previous year. This still meant that a large number of
records were being brought under control of the records management p r ~ g r a r n . ~ ~
Other effects of the legislation were beginning to be felt in the public
service areas of PAM. According to the 1989-90 departmental report, '"telephone
and written inquiries of the Archives increased to 12,868, a 37% increase over
1988-89 and a 70% increase over 1987-88. These increases reflect the growing
demand for information since The Freedom of Information Act was proclairned
September 30, 1988?'

This suggests enhanced public awareness of rights of

access. The more likely cause of the increase was the growing volume of public
records coming into archiva1 custody as a result of the expanded scheduling
program. The annual report also states that the "Government Records Centre
was used more heavily than at any time in its nine-year history due largely to
FOI-related requirernents. Storage of inactive records reached 4,927 transfers

... (15,902') representing an increase of 92% over 1988-89."52The Chief of
Records Advisory estirnated that by 1989, eighty percent of government records
were scheduled. The description of activities of the Provincial Documents
Cornrnittee stated that by the end of 1990, they anticipated that 90 percent of
government records would be s c h e d ~ l e d . ~ ~
The work of Government Records in the central administration of FOI also
involved gathering statistics from departments and agencies on their experience

with the Act. These statistics were rolled up for The Freedom o f lnfomation
Annual Report tabled by the Minister responsible for the Act. Two staff years
gained by the Archives (records analyst and training coordinator) to prepare for
the Act's proclamation were lost. This left a skeletal staff (approximately two
staff years) to perform the task of keeping the Access Guide up-to-date. The
Manitoba Government is a fluid and rapidly changing organization. It was (and
continues to be) an almost insurrnountable challenge to publish up-to-date
information. The Access Guide was to be published in 1990 but due to a
government reorganization anticipated for 1991, publication was postponed untii
that year?
Section 56 of the Act required that the legislation be reviewed by a
cornmittee of the Legislative Assembly appointed within three years of
proclamation. The Standing Committee on Privileges and Elections was
instructed on July 25, 1991 to undertake a comprehensive review of the
operation of The Freedom of information Act by such means as it deemed
advisable and to report back to the Legislative Assernbly no later than June 30.
1992. The review did not begin until June 11. 1992. The first session of the
Committee heard from the Minister responsible for the Act, followed by the critic
for the official opposition and the critic for the second opposition. In response to
a question raised about the cost, format and practicality of updating of the
Access Guide, Bonnie Mitchelson, Minister responsible for the Act, responded
~ Standing Cornmittee reported
that the goal was to have the Guide ~ n - l i n e ?The
to the Legislative Assembly that it wished to consider public hearings. During the

spring of 1993 the Standing Committee on Privileges and Elections met twice to
determine procedure (April 27, May 31)and held M o public hearïngs in Winnipeg
on June 22 and 29, 1993. There were six presenters, and four written
submissions. The Committee requested a report, for its consideration, on the
findings of the hearing process to be prepared by the staff (Provincial Archives)
of the Minister responsible for FOI by March 31, 1994? Most of the comments
by presenters dealt with the over-generous discretionary exemption categories
such as section 39, which deals with policy opinions, advice or
recommendations. This section was similar to one in the federal legislation
which Ken Rubin often referred to as the "Mack Truck exemption meaning that it
could potentially protect from access a wide scope of information. Also of note
were comrnents about a need to increase the privacy protection provisions of the
Act.-

Of particular interest to the Archives as central administrators of the Act

was the presentation made by the Manitoba Library Association. It stated that
"with regard to the Access Guide itself, most of Our members feel that the guide
which is put out in Manitoba is one of the better ones. However, with al1 such
guides there are problems with updating it, and of course, to reprint a volume of
this size is a considerable expense, and we therefore understand the problems
involved."58
According to Gordon Dodds, the report was drafted by the Archives as
requested by the Committee. It is unknown if it ever reached the Committee as it
was not among the rnaterial from the Standing Committee on Privileges and
Elections review of the operation of The Freedom o f Information A&"

According to the FOI annual report of 1994, "The Cornmittee did not report to the
Assembly in 1994."60 Because it was directed solely to Cabinet, the contents of
the report prepared by Government Records are protected under section 19 of
the Freedom of lnformation and Protection of Privacy Act.6'
The issue was shelved and no further discussion or review took place until
May 16, 1996. By then, however, growing public concern about protection of
personal privacy had prompted a much wider reconsideration of legislation
governing the management of public records in Manitoba, and elsewhere. Thus
when Rosemary Vodrey, the Manitoba Minister of Culture, Heritage and
Citizenship, addressed these issues on that date she announced that "new
legislation combining both protection of personal privacy and access to
information would replace The Freedom of Information
This marked the end of what might be referred to as Manitoba's firstgeneration information rights legislation and the beginning of a secondgeneration law. a unitary statüte which would bring Manitoba in line with almost
al1 other Canadian jurisdictions.
It has been shown that the production of a public access guide to
governrnent functions, mandates and records forced the examination of records
creation, helped develop modern recordkeeping practices such as records
scheduling and brought into archiva1 control important records that should be
kept perrnanently. Involvernent in the developrnent of access legislation and
duties of the central administrative office for FOI strengthened the government
records program and raised the profile of PAM in the eyes of the Manitoba

government and Manitoba society - particulariy with those who wanted to
exercise their rights under the legislation. It resulted in a distinctive role for the
Provincial Archives of Manitoba in the Canadian archival landscape, as other
archives such as the National Archives of Canada were assigned the
"gatekeeper" role of reviewing access requests to records in archival custody.
By having the opportunity to reject the "gatekeeper" role in favour of the role of
"guide," PAM thus avoided the problems other archiva1 institutions were facing in
the access to information regirne. Still, with these positives, the distinctive role of
"guide" created new challenges and heavy responsibilities. the full impact of
which were not yet felt in 1988.
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''

Clause 19(1 )(e) of the Freedom of lnformation and Protection of P k a c y Act
reads as follows: "The head of a public body shall refuse to disclose to an
applicant information that would reveal the substance of deliberations of Cabinet.
including ... (e) a record prepared to brief a minister about a matter that is
before, or is proposed to be brought before, Cabinet or that is the subject of
communications among ministers relating directly to government decisions or the
formulation of governrnent policy."
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Chapter 3

The Manitoba Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and
the Role of the Provincial Archives of Manitoba

This chapter will discuss developments leading to the proclamation of the
Freedom of information and Protection of Privacy Act in A998 (C.C.S.M., c.

FI 75) and the impact of responsibility for the central administration of this statute
on the Provincial Archives of Manitoba.
Manitoba's second-generation access legislation was ushered into
existence by activities in other Canadian jurisdictions, and more importantly, by
increasing public awareness of privacy issues. The 1990s saw striking advances
in information technology, the explosion of access to the seerningly boundless
content of the WorId Wide Web and the realization that data could be
manipulated in many ways. Consumers joined "reward" programs by the
millions. thus trading the profile of their daily transactions for the opportunity of a
discount. Grocery shopping, banking, ordering a magazine subscription and
donating to a charity resulted in annoying "junk mail" arriving at doorsteps no
longer addressed to "the householder" but to the names of the occupants.
Behind the daily activities of ordinary people were computers, facilitating service
and cornpiling data. What was being done with this persona1 information? Who
was gaining access to it? Newspapers and bookstores were bursting with
reports and predictions of the invasion of Our persona1 privacy that went far
beyond being annoyed with the contents of the mailbox.'

Governments collect, by far, the largest volume of persona1 information
and often, the rnost sensitive information- From birth to death, people interact
with govemments and supply thern with personal infomation in order to obtain
benefits and services, exercise rights and CO-existlawfully - or unlawfully, for
that matter. Persona1 information is divulged to register the birth of your child,
get a marriage certificate, pay taxes, obtain a driver's license, register your
vehicle, conduct land transactions, get a divorce, request daycare subsidies, and
collect welfare. And the list could go on and on.
Much has been written from a Iegal, ethical and philosophical perspective
about the concept of "privacy." What is "privacy" in the context of data protection
statutes? Sorne definitions of "private" or "privacy" in the vast sea of literature on
the subject include a few notable ones of relevance to this thesis, as they
specifically discuss the concept of information privacy. In Open and Shut, the
report on the review of the federal ATIP acts, the Standing Committee on Justice
and Solicitor General identified the need to provide a simple definition of privacy
adapted to the purposes of data protection "in order to facilitate and guide
implementation and interpretive activities." The definition the Committee thought
should be incorporated into the federal statute as it best suited Canadian law, is
taken from Alan Westin's Privacy and Freedom. Westin defines privacy as "'the
claim of individuals, groups, or institutions to determine for themselves when,
how, and to what extent information about thern is comrnunicated to others."' In
the words of the Comrnittee, "especially as applied to claims by individuals, this
definition is both useful and more fruitful than earlier formulations based on a

vague notion of the 'right to be left alone.' [quotation marks addedIn2 In 1994,
Bruce Phillips, the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, said information privacy is
built upon the principle that "all information about an individual is fundamentally
his or her property. This means that no one should have more control over the
information than the person it concerns. To disclose or withhold the information
is for the subject to decide. Privacy is fundamental to the dernocratic notion of
self-determination or autonorny.. .."
Europe has led the way in dealing with protection of personal information
in the public and private sectors. In 1970, the German state of Hesse enacted
the first privacy legislation with its Data Protection Act. Sweden soon followed
with a national Data Act in 1973. "By 1976," write Peter Gillis and Tom Riley,
"data protection legislation was general enough in Europe and the question
considered of such importance, that the Council of Europe's Cornmittee of
Europe appointed a Cornmittee of Experts on Data Protection to work toward a
Europe-wide convention to govern the fieldsn4The Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) developed and adopted guidelines for
fair information practicesSin 1980. The OECD's Guidelines on the Protection of
Pnvacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Information were intended to protect

personal information and ensure the free flow of data between mernber
countries. Canada proclaimed the Privacy Act and Access to Information Act in
1983 and signed the OECD Guidelines in 1984. The Guidelines are based on

eight principles of fair information practice which are to be used as minimum
standards for the protection of privacy6:collection limitation (only as much

information as is needed should be collected by lawful means and where
possible with consent of the individual); data quatity (data should be relevant to
the purpose for which it was collected, accurate, complete and up-to-date);
purpose specification (the purpose of collection rnust be cleariy identified a i the
time of collection, with subsequent use lirnited to the original or a consistent
purpose and notice given for any additional use); use limitation (data should not
be used or disclosed for any other purpose unless the consent of the data
subject is obtained or by authority of law); security safeguards (data should be
protected against unauthorized access, destruction, use, modification or
disclosure); openness (policies and practices about the management of personal
information should be made available as well as the nature, main purposes of
use and the identity and location of the collecter of that information); individual
participation (individuals should have a right of access to information related to
them in a timely fashion and at minimal cost, with mechanisms of recourse if
access is denied and inaccurate or incomplete information requires correction);
and accountability (for compliance with the prin~iples).~
The OECD said its
Guidelines apply to both autornated and non-automated data: "The Guidelines

are neutral with regard to the particular technoiogy used; automatic methods are
only one of the problems raised in the Guidelines although, particularly in the
context of transborder data flows, this is clearly an important one.'"
In 1995, the European Union (EU) passed a Data Protection Directive to
harmonize privacy laws among its member states and provide for protection of
persona1 information. All member countries were to have new legisfation in place

by 1998 that complied with the EU directive by providing protection of persona1
infornation in both the private and public sectors. 'These laws must contain
provisions to block transfers of information to non-member states (such as
Canada) that do not provide an 'adequate' level of prote~tion."~
ln North America, the United States was the first jurisdiction to enact
privacy legislation with the Pnvacy Act in 1974. In Canada, federal privacy
legislation was introduced originally as part of the Canadian Human Rights Act
(1977).1° As indicated above, an act specifically devoted to information privacy,
the Privacy Act was passed by the federal government in 1982 and came into
effect in 1983. The underlying principles of fair information practice were
incorporated into al1 subsequent Canadian legislation that dealt with the
protection of privacy.
The realization that a full scheme of privacy protection in Manitoba, which
limited the collection, use and disclosure of personal information by public
bodies," did not corne in the wake of one significant crisis but rather in light of
mounting evidence that if something was not done to protect the privacy of
individuais, the provincial governrnent would eventually face a crisis. A few
events, which occurred at about the same time, precipitated the decision to move
forward with enhanced protection of personal information in government custody.
In 1994 the Manitoba government committed the province to a "$100 million
dollar" health information network project. The initiative, commonly known as
"SmartHealthn(for the Company that was awarded the contract), was intended to
provide a health information network, which w î s accessible to doctors, hospitals,

labs, pharmacies. ambulances and any other health care providers. It was to
improve health service. provide rapid access to health information and reduce
The project was
the abuse of the systern by detecting duplication of ser~ices.'~
slow to progress and the medical community raised concems about information
management issues throughout the development phase. The College of
Physicians and Surgeons of Manitoba and the Manitoba Medical Association
would not support the initiative unless legislated safeguards were put in place to
protect persona1 health inf~rmation.'~
The government was also being asked to sel1 in bulk other types of data
or. if a sale was rejected, to provide access in the form of bulk disclosure. On
March 14. 1996,the "Weekly Report of Freedom of Information Act Applications"
included the following requests for access received by Manitoba Justice:
Requests access on a machine-readable medium to those Land
Title records which are public and which are currently available
through Manitoba Oniine and through the Justice Department itself.

Requests access on a machine-readable medium to those
Persona1 Property Registry records which are public and which are
currently available through Manitoba Online and through the
Justice Department itself.
Need the entire record. including
schedules which are currently available in machine readable
farmat.14
A s the government was coming to realize. there is a substantial difference
between going into a public registry office to examine records one by one and
disclosing them in bulk in electronic form. The definition of "public" takes on new
meaning if, for example, tax assessrnent records are on the World Wide Web

and anyone can search them from their desktop by the narne of an individual
and locate al1 properties that individual owns.
Safeguards were clearly necessary to protect the vast amount of personal
information held by the Manitoba governrnent. ln May 1996, Harold
Gillishammer, Minister of Culture, Heritage and Citizenship and the Minister
responsible for FOI, announced the govemrnent's decision to conduct a full-scale
review: "Balancing the right to information and the right of privacy is the goal of
new legislation being proposed by the Manitoba Govemment. New legislation is
needed to acknowledge the spectacular growth of electronic technology and the
incredible range of information now available to people."I5 Gillishammer and
Health Minister Jim McCrae issued a joint press release to explain the method of
review of the proposed legislation: "The intention of the consultation process is
to ensure new legislation addresses the impact of technology and to develop
legislation that acknowledges the need to secure persona1 health inf~rmation."'~
This review and the process of drafting the new legislation created a great
deal of work for Government Records a i the Provincial Archives and Manitoba
Health. Extensive research was undertaken to examine legislation in other
jurisdictions and two discussion papers, designed to frarne the consultation
process, were produced: Access to Information and Privacy Protection for
Manitoba by Governrnent Records and Privacy Profection of Health lnfomation

by Manitoba Health. The discussion papers were made available on the
Manitoba Governrnent Web Site. Copies were distributed to public interest
groups and also made available at the Provincial Archives and the Legislative

Library. The Access to Information and PrÏvacy Protection for Manitoba
discussion paper outlined developments in infomation rights in other
jurisdictions, described fair information practices, and explained the history of
access legislation in Manitoba. It pointed out that the Manitoba FOI Act did not
include some of the fair information practices outlined by the OECD. The gaps in
existing statutory provisions were explained as follows:
To date in Manitoba, complaints on matters of infomation privacy,
other than abuse of the persona1 privacy exemption in the FOI Act,
have been pursued under The Ombudsman Act at the
Ombudsman's discretion. On other issues, recourse may be made
to The Privacy Act (1 972) [Manitoba]. This legislation predates any
of the information privacy laws of the last fifteen years and deals
largely with violations of privacy through unauthorized surveillance,
Iibel, improper use of documents and personal likenesses, and
defamation. It does not address privacy of persona1 information
issues, which are being highlighted by recent electronic datamatching and communications capabilities.17
The discussion paper also posed the following five questions: should the
new legislation be extended to public bodies beyond governrnent including selfregulating professions? Should any of the exemption categories in FOI be
changed? Are there privacy concerns not adequately addressed by the
principles of fair information practice? What kind of appeal process should allow
redress of complaints about access and privacy issues? Should penalties apply if
personal privacy provisions are abused?I8
Fifty-eight individuals and organizations and numerous government
departments made oral and written submissions to Government Records
conceming new access and privacy legi~lation.'~
The public responses were

made available in the Legislative Library Reading Room a n d the Provincial
Archives Reference Room. Many of the responders spoke favourably of the idea
of combining access and pnvacy legislation into one unitary statute. Almost al1
who responded to the question about the scope of the legislation thought that
local public bodies such as school divisions and municipalitles should be brought
under the new legislation. Conspicuous in their absence were responses from
Manitoba's three universities and no response was received from the City of
Winnipeg. Not surprisingly, the self-regulating professions such as the College
of Physicians and Surgeons and the Law Society of Manitoba did not favour
extension of the act to their organizati~ns.~~
With few exceptions, public
respondents recommended the Commissioner mode1 (with lbinding order power)
for the complaint review process. Many saw the court process as costly and
believed a Commissioner would be a stronger advocate for equality of acce~s.~'
The office of the Manitoba Ombudsman was chosen by the government to
continue as the review mechanism with the added power o f being able to go to
court on behalf of the applicant (FIPPA, S. 68).
A few of the respondents in the information managementlarchival field

addressed the issue of the need, above and beyond the principles of fair
information practice, for resources and effort to be directed a t records
management in the local public body sector. Tom Nesrnith, founder and director
of the Master's Program in Archival Studies, Department of History, University of
Manitobawinnipeg, included the following staternent in his submission:

There can be no meaningful institutional accountability, right of
access, right of privacy, and no protection of these rights over time,
in what might be considered a new information right, the "right to
archivesn, if such original records are not under proper control
These interests
through records and archival programmes.
Manitobans have in these records will not be served if records are
misidentified, misfiled, cannot be found readily, or at all, are
thoughtlessly destroyed, or for those records of enduring or
archival value, left without proper protection over tirne?
Public and government department responses were gathered and the
drafting process began. The Provincial Archives was an active participant,
working with representatives from Manitoba Health, Gail Mildren (General
Counsel, Manitoba Civil Legal Services), and Valerie Perry (Manitoba Legislative
Counsel). The drafting cornmittee began work on a bill to provide for privacy
protection to persona1 information. The original idea was to draft one bill which
would encompass the protection of al1 personal information, including personal
health information, regardless of where it was located as the nature of
recordkeeping is such that persona1 health information is often integrated with
what might be called more general persona1 inf~rrnation.~~
This is the case in
many kinds of series such as ernployee files or case files. It was decided by
Manitoba Health that a separate personal health information act was required to
rneet the demands of the health care sector in both scope (extension to health
information in the private sector) and timeliness in response to the SmartHealth
initiative. The cornrnittee broke off into their respective areas of expertise with
Gail Mildren and Valerie Perry working on both bills. The two acts were drafted
as companion pieces of legislation, Bill 50, the Freedom of Information and

Protection of Privacy Act (FIPPA) and Bill 51, the Personal Health Information
Act (PHIA) (C.C.S.M., c. P33.5). The adoption of two prîvacy laws - FIPPA and
PHIA

- has caused difficulty in the implernentation and administration of the two

acts because information is often integrated and the acts thernselves are
complex. 24 PHIA, rather than FIPPA, is used as the avenue for access to one's
own persona1 health information. It is noteworthy that Manitoba is the first
jurisdiction in Canada to enact persona1 health information legislation.
A close examination of FIPPA reveals its underpinnings in the Alberta
statute. British Columbia and Alberta were the most recent examples of unitary
access and privacy statutes at the time Manitoba began to consider new
legislation in 1996. Manitoba was therefore able to model its legislation on
statutes that represented the principles it wished to uphold. Of course
modifications were made to reflect Manitoba's existing mode1 and the results of
the consultation process. Part 2, the access side of Manitoba's unitary
information rights legislation, rernained mainly unchanged. Government Records
maintained its role as the central administrative unit for FIPPA. The creators of
the records continue to play the "gatekeeper" role in deterrnining access to
records in their custody and in the custody of the archives. As indicated earlier,
the Fol's Ombudsman model of complaint review was continued. The
Ombudsman, however, was given expanded powers of audit and investigation
under the privacy protection provisions and the ability to go to court on behalf of
an applicant. Ultimate recourse in the appeal of access applications resides with
the Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench.

The Freedom of information and Protection of P h c y Acf was passed on
June 27.1 997 after much debate and public input in the Cornmittee pro ces^.*^ It
came into force for Provincial Govemment agencies on May 4. 1998. FlPPA
was to be phased in for local public bodies by a date fked by proclamation.
Although the intention was to do so after one year, FIPPA was not proclaimed for
local public bodies until April 2000 due to the need to train staff and prepare
directories of records. The City of Winnipeg asked to corne under FIPPA early.
The Act came into effect for the city on August 3 1,1998.
As the title of this chapter suggests, with the new legislation came
additional responsibilities for the Provincial Archives in its role as the central
administrative unit for FIPPA. Since the access provisions were largely
unchanged, the two most significant new concerns for the Archives were Part 3,
"Protection of Privacy" and the extension of the Act to local public bodies. They
presented a steep learning curve for the staffs of the archives, government
departments and agencies and local public bodies.26 With the exception of the
City of Winnipeg, which had an access by-law in place in 1996", the concepts
and implications of both the access and privacy sides of the legislation were new
to the local public bodies.
Protection of privacy meant that the production of a public access guide to
government records systems (previously the Access Guide under FOI) had to be
redesigned to fulfill the fair information practice of openness or transparency. In
addition, new publicztions hed to be created for local public bodies. Section 75
of FIPPA requires that a directory to assist in identifying and locating records in

the custody or under the control of govemment bodies be prepared, kept up-todate, and made available to the public. The author of this thesis, Jackie Nicholls,
was assigned the role of "FIPPA Directories Coordinator" in May 199628.The
provincial government directory of records received priority attention, as it had to
be published and distributed by the date of proclamation. Nicholls began
updating and overhauling the directory. She offered workshops in 1997 to train
the staffs of the departments and agencies about what the new provisions of
FIPPA meant for both the description of records for the Directosr and the
management of records. The new government access guide was entitled the
FIPPA Access and Privacy Directory (Provincial Government and Government
Agencies). Section 75(5)requires al1 personal information banks to be reported
in the Access and Pni/acy Directoy They must be described in a specific,
prescribed fashion."

For the Manitoba government, each persona1 information

bank (PB) listed in the Directory must include the following information: the
name of the PIB (the name of the records series or information systern which has
been identified as a persona1 information bank); the authority for collection
(which rnust be a law of Manitoba or Canada. necessary for a prugram or activity
or for law enforcernentl crime prevention purposes); the purpose for collection
(why the personal information is collected and how it is used); the kind of
information rnaintained (including both general and persona1 information); other
uses and d i ~ c l o s u r e s(of
~ ~al1 or part of the persona1 information for purposes
other than that for which it was collected); the retention and disposition (how long
the information is maintained and whether it is destroyed or transferred to the

Provincial Archives). For the first time in Manitoba, records which were not yet
scheduled for retention and disposition by the Provincial Documents Cornmittee
were included in the Access and Privacy Directory because of the requirement to
identify PIBs. It was eye-opening to see how many series were unscheduled.
Government Records was aware of the existence of many electronic
recordkeeping systems but had not yet determined how they might be
scheduled. Until resources could be devoted to working on unscheduled records
series, the information gathering process for the Directory served to identify
target areas for records advisory.
The resources assigned to prepare the Directory were 1-5 staff years (not
including translation) and the job took almost two years to complete. The Access
and Privacy Directory (over 600 pages) was published in 1998 in both officia1

languages and made available at al1 Manitoba public libraries, governrnent
departrnents, Manitoba Statutory Publications (for purchase) and online on the
Manitoba Government lntranet and lnternet web sites. Until quite recently, the
Directory was the largest item of information on the Manitoba government sites3'
Work began on the local public bodies' directories of records in 1998.
Again, the task was enormous. but this time the Archives did not have the benefit
of the sort of inside knowledge of the administrative structures and records of
local public bodies that it had of Manitoba governrnent agencies as a result of its
role in provincial records management. It was decided that a series of
handbooks for the local public body sectors would be produced that would
include a guide to the Act tailored to local public bodies, administrative

procedures for implementing the act and the directories of records for each kind
of local public body in that sector. The three volumes that comprise the FIPPA
handbooks for local public bodies are the FIPPA Handbook for Educational
Bodies, the FIPPA Handbook for Local Govemment Bodies and the FIPPA
Handbook for Health Care Bodies. It was also decided that the only feasible

approach to the description of the records of local public bodies aimed for a
general description of common records. There are 370 local public bodies which
faIl under the Act. They include: 201 urban and rural municipalities; 11
conservation districts; 32 planning districts; 38 Northern Affairs community
councils; 55 school divisions and districts; 3 universities; 3 colleges; 12 regional
health authorities; and 15 hospitals which have retained their board structure. It
was inconceivable that directories like the provincial government Access and
Privacy Directory could be produced for each public body, although that is the

ideal long-term goal.
The varied size and the complexity of Manitoba local public bodies makes
identification of common records series a challenge. The mandate of the
Archives includes the collection of archiva1 records of municipalities and school
divisions. However, it was clearly understood by the Archives that receiving into
archiva1 custody transfers of "daily registers of attendance" from mainly defunct
school districts and 'Yax assessrnent rolls" from a handful of rnunicipalities was
not going to provide rnuch insight into the curent recordkeeping systems of local
public bodies. Fortunately, some sectors had produced directives on records
management and the staff of the Provincial Archives had been involved in a

records advisory capacity. The Municipal Act (C.C.S.M., c. M 225) includes a
comprehensive records Regulation which was used as the basis for the
"Directory of Municipal Records." Manitoba Education and Training, in
conjunction with the Provincial Archives, had developed Guidelines on the
Retention and Disposition of School Division and Distict Records in 1996. Work

was done by both the Archives and Manitoba Education to revamp the
Guidelines in conjunction with the ''Directosr of School Division and District

Records."
There were some exceptions to the general directory of records model.
Keewatin, Assiniboine and Red River Colleges had already been subject to FOI,
as they fell within the definition of government agencies. Their records were
scheduled under the authority of the Provincial Documents Cornmittee. When
FIPPA came into effect for local public bodies, the college directories were
updated and rnoved out of the provincial governrnent directory into the FIPPA
Handbook for Educafional Bodies. The three universities were approached to

create their own directories of records, as these public bodies are large and
complex and a general records directory for al1 three was seen to be of little use
to both the public and the public bodies thernselves. The University of Manitoba
and the University of Winnipeg have produced impressive directories of records,
which will undoubtedly assist them with the management and appraisal of their
recordkeeping systems. There are two other exceptions to the "general
descriptions" model, the City of Winnipeg and the Winnipeg Regional Health
Authority (in process). The City of Winnipeg had already produced its own

access guide under its "Sunshine By-law". The City of Winnipeg Archives is
currently working on updating this guide to incorporate the description of
persona1 information banks. All of the general directories of records have been
completed with the exception of the heath care sector. This is proving to be a
particularly difficult sector to coordinate, as they are predominately concerned
with ensuring compliance with the Persona1 Health Information Act. Although
control of health care records has been a constant in this sector, electronic
recordkeeping poses new challenges to the identification and description of
discrete persona1 information banks.
Another challenging responsibility for the Archives has been educating
staff in al1 public bodies to understand the provisions of the Act, respond to
requests for access to information and implement privacy protection under the
Freedom of Information and Profecfion of Privacy Act. Wendy Elliott was
seconded from her position as FOI Access Coordinator for Manitoba Family
Services in the spring of 1997 and assigned the role of "FIPPA Developrnent and
Contact Officer." She is responsibie for training and educating staff, and
supporting public bodies in their administrative role under FIPPA. From 1998 to
May 2000, Elliott has provided training in the f o m of introductory sessions and
sector specific workshops to 6, 255 people within governrnent and in the various
local public bodies throughout the province.32 In the Government Records
Office, her staff year is the only one completely devoted to FIPPA?
The Archives also provides secretariat support to the Privacy Assessrnent
Review Cornmittee (PARC) which is established under section 46 and 77 of the

Freedom of lnfomation and Protection o f Ptfvacy Act as an instrument of privacy

protection for personal infornation. The Cornmittee consists of senior officiais
from departments that hold large bodies of personal information? The
Cornmittee provides advice to heads of public bodies when personal information
is proposed to be used or disclosed for purposes not otherwise authorized under
FIPPA (such as data matching or iinking or disclosure on a volume or bulk
basis). The privacy assessrnent review process is intended to balance the
privacy interest of individuals with the public interest of disclosure. The Provincial
Archivist, Gordon Dodds is Chair of the Cornmittee, and Nancy Stunden, Chief of
Access and Privacy Services, Government Records, is Secretary of PARC. This
review process is unique to Manitoba's l e g i ~ l a t i o n . ~ ~
As part of its central administrative duties, Government Records collects
statistics which are used to summarize the activities of public bodies in
responding to applications for access to records and in protecting personal
information under the Act. This information is published in the Freedom o f
information and Protection o f Pnvacy Act Annual Report written by Government

Records and tabled by the Minister responsible for FIPPA. Similar to those
gathered from government departments and agencies under FOI, the types of
statistics include the number of applications received and processed, the
numbers of applications for which access was granted, partially granted or
denied, response tirnes, exceptions categories invoked in denial of access, fees
collected, and costs involved. These statistics are gathered quarterly. The
questions are anonymized and fowarded to Governrnent Records for

compilation and distribution weekly to Access and Privacy Coordinators. Similar
annual statistics will be gathered for local public bodies for inclusion in the
annual report.
The Provincial Archives seized the opportunity to "steer not row" in 1982
when it became involved in access legislation. It unquestionably furthered the
records management program in the early years and brought under control
records important to the heritage of Manitoba. When asked what benefits the
Provincial Archives has obtained with its expanded role in central administration
for the new Freedom of Infomation and Protection of Privacy Act, Gordon Dodds
stated that this role has kept the archives in a central and integral position in
government, has brought in staff years and an increased budget.36There are
aIso benefits to PAM by the continuation of its existing role as "guide" to
information rather than the "gatekeeper" making access determinations for
access to archiva1 records, which are increasing in volume by an average of four
thousand cubic feet per year. The mechanisms of access are logical (access to
archival records is determined by the records' creator) and appear to be working
well.
According to the Manitoba Freedom o f Information and Protection of
Privacy Resource Manual, ''the functions of the Provincial Archives respecting
FIPPA are directly related to its responsibilities for administration of the records
management program of the Manitoba G ~ v e r n m e n t . "This
~ ~ seems to have been
the case under The Freedom of Infomation Act but is it applicable under FIPPA?
The extension of the Act to local public bodies has stretched the resources of the

Government Records Office very thin. All of these responsibilities under the
Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act, on top of the core

functions of the Govemment Records prograrn, mean some things are left
undone. For example, there are only two archivists (and one manager) working
on the entire archival side of the government records prograrn. With one of the
archivists committed more than half of the time to FIPPA, the description of
archival records, a core archival function, cannot be accomplished- Furthermore,
the responsibilities under FIPPA for the Provincial Archives show no signs of
relenting.
Other jurisdictions which even have a distinct office (apart from the
archives of the jurisdiction) devoted to the central administration of access and
privacy legislation find the role consistently under-resourced. Like Manitoba,
section 82 of Alberta's Freedom of lnformation and Protection of Privacy Act
(FOIP) requires that the Minister responsible for the Act publish a directory to
assist in identifying and locating records. In 1999, the Alberta FOlP Act came
under review and the Review Committee recommended "that a cost-benefit
analysis should be undertaken regarding the Directory, which is required under
section 82 of the Act, for consideration during the next review of this legislation,
however, until then, the requirement of the section should c ~ n t i n u e . "The
~~
problem at the heart of the recomrnendation is resources. The central
administrative office for FOlP (which is part of the Alberta Municipal Affairs
ministry) has not been able to secure the funds required to update The Alberta
Directory of Records since 1995, and it has not yet incorporated directories of

records for local public bodies. The cost-benefit analysis has not begun but it is
expected that recommendations about the production of the Directory will deal
with the way in which it is produced and who is responsible for its production.
The recomrnendations will likely include rewording of S. 82 of Alberta's Freedom

of Information and Protection of Privacy Act to indicate that it will be an online
publication, that responsibility for "publishing" the identification and location of
records and persona1 information banks should lie with the creator of the records
and that the central administrative office should be Iinked to each creator in order
to provide a central access point to this information. It is worth noting that the
FOlP offce of the Alberta govemment is devoted solely to these responsibilities
for this legislation and presently has twelve staff members. Because it has not
secured the necessary funding, the Alberta Directosr of Records is not yet being
updated. 39
Although a critique of the overall effectiveness of Manitoba's access and
privacy legislation is beyond the scope of this thesis, certain problems,
challenges and possibilities for the Provincial Archives stem from its unique role
in access and privacy legislation. The next chapter will explore issues touching
on the future of FIPPA at the Provincial Archives of Manitoba.
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Chapter 4

The Future of Information Rights Legislation: Obsenrations and
Possibilities for Change at the Provincial Archives of Manitoba

The Right Hon. Lord Radcliffe, in his 1953 lecture, Freedom of
Information: A Human Right, declared:
Freedom of information became a universal human right in 1948.
By article 19 of the Universal declaration of Human Rights adopted
by the United Nations Assembly in that year there was included
among our rather numerous birthrights 'the right to seek, receive
and impart information and ideas through any media and
regardless of frontiers' ... if we are to be told that we have a n'ght,
then it does seem absoluteIy essential that there should be a
written statement of what that right amounts to, if it is to be of any
use to us at all. Othewise we might corne to suspect that the
whole thing was rather like a piece of mumbo jumbo - a phrase of
considerable emotive power but not exactly meant to be acted
upon.'
Following in the footsteps of Europe and the United States, the
codification (or legislation) of information rights has evolved considerably in
Canada over the past twenty-three years2. The above mentioned universal
human right and the principles of fair information practice (enunciated in the
1980 OECD Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of
Persona1 Information) have been translated into complex modern statutes
designed to balance the right to know with the right to privacy. Most of this
thesis has discussed the past and present role of the Provincial Archives in the
developrnent and administration of access and privacy legislation in Manitoba.
There are two factors which combine to make Manitoba unique in the Canadian

access and privacy landscape. The Provincial Archives does not assume the
role of "gatekeeper" of access to records in archival custody, instead, it serves as
"guide" to them and to other al1 records covered by the legislation, in its role as
the central administrative office for the Freedom of Infornation and Protection o f

Privacy Act. This approach has resulted in both benefits and problems for the
Provincial Archives. By the same token, the more cornmon role of a provincial
archival institution - actually determining access to records in its custody and
control - has, according to the literature, been challenging and problematic. It is
difficult to tell which is the more onerous of approaches.
This chapter will explore the benefits and challenges of the "Manitoba
model." In addition, the chapter will examine some of the issues arising out of
Canadian access and privacy legislation which have particular implications for
archival institutions. The chapter will conclude with suggestions for changes
which address the question of the role of a public archives in relation to
information rights legislation.
As discussed in chapter two, the Provincial Archives of Manitoba had the
opportunity to reject the "gatekeeper" role because it was fortunate enough to be
involved in the development of access legislation from the very beginning. It is
puzzling, however, to consider how this was achieved, as the responsibility for
deterrnining access under most, if not all, Canadian access laws lies with the
public body which has "custody" or "control" of the records. It therefore seems
straightfonvard that access to records in archival custody would be determined
by an archives. The decision to reject the "gatekeeper" role does not seem to be

-

a discretionary administrative issue but rather a legislative interpretation.
McNaim and Woodbury's comparative study of Canadian access legislation,
indicating New Brunswick as the sole exception, states the rationale for the
conventional "gatekeeper" role of archives: "Sometime after governrnent records
are no longer in active use they will be transferred to the archives. The source of
old records will not, therefore, be the institution that originally created or received
thern.'l3 This may be a drastic oversirnpiification of the actual process of transfer
of records to archives but it is nonetheless a logical deduction frorn the usual
statutory provisions, which deern an archives to be the new c'source'l of the
records and thus primarily responsible for access to them.
McNairn and Woodbury's deduction is,however, incorrect in relation to
M a n i t ~ b a .When
~
asked how Manitoba accomplished its different method of
access to archiva1 records, Eugene Szach, who drafted Manitoba's 1988
Freedom of lnformation Act (FOI). pointed to section 9 (3) of the act on the
"meaning of greater interest." This clause states that access to the record will be
determined by the department which has "greater interest" in the record. The Act
says that "a department has a greater interest in a record if (a) the record was
originaliy prepared in or for the department; or (b) the departrnent was the first
department to obtain the record." This provision enabled the Provincial Archivist.
Peter Bower, and the Chief of Government Records, Gordon Dodds, to avoid
having the archives rnake access decisions on an increasing volume of archiva1
rec~rds.~
Why avoid or reject the role of decision-making on access requests? 1s

not "access" one of the core functions of an archives? Literature stemming from
the National Archives of Canada experience with the federal ATlP statutes
indicates that implementation is a burden on resources and, like many other
archives charged with this responsibility, consultations with the creator of records
must often take place. This extra layer of decision-making often results in a
delay for the applicant and, in any case. deferral to the records' creators'
judgement because it is actually in the best position to know whether certain
types of information ought to be made available. How, for example, would an
archivist know whether to release complex information about various technical or
scientific matters or about highly contentious ethical and confidentiality matters
arising from detailed knowledge of the specifics of a particular case?
In Manitoba, there is also precedent for the role adopted by the archives.
Restrictions on records laid down by statutes in place before FOI or which
override Manitoba's access legislation have not been interpreted or reviewed by
archivists. For example, requests for information in "ward files" (children in care),
transferred to archival custody 21 years after closure, are subject to The Child

and Family Services Act. These requests are dealt with by Manitoba Family
Services and Housing. When access to information legislation was being
considered in Manitoba, extension of this rnechanism of access to restricted
records was seen as a logical approach. The creator of the record - the
department which delivered the service or program - has the expertise or
knowledge of content and context needed make decisions about the application

of exception categories under access legislation. If discretion is improperly

invoked, if the content of the information released is controversial or requires
explanation, should not the creator be held accountable?
As rnuch as society rnight wish for the determination of access to
information to be an apolitical process, one would be hard pressed to conchde
that it is. If this were sol there would be no complaints made to ombudsmen or
information commissioners. Researchers at archival institutions undoubtedly
and understandably favour an unbiased review of records, and possibly view
archivists as the impartial intermediary advocating on their behalf. This view is
unrealistic. Investigations at the federal and provincial levei reveal that
departmental access and privacy coordinators often face undue pressures in
their attempt to respond to access applications. If sol how could archivists
possibly avoid the politicization of this role? Endeavoring to remain as apolitical
as possible is a difficult goal. However, it is absolutely critical that public
archives be regarded as independent authorities, if they are to c a r v out their
mandate o f protecting and presewing public and private sector records, making
thern accessible to government and public clients, and thereby "documenting the
mutual rights and obligations entered into by society and those whom the people
choose to g ~ v e r n . " ~

As records administration is the foundation of access and privacy
legislation, it is both logical and practical that the department responsible for
government records management (the Provincial Archives) assume the general
role of "guide" in the central administration of The Freedom of information Act
and the Freedom o f Informafion and Protection of Privacy Act. It is also

reasonable for the Provincial Archives to prepare the directory of govemment
records to assist the public to identify them (which is a statutory requirement),
because it has ready access to records management information. Although
these directories of records are produced in many other jurisdictions by a central
administrative office for access and privacy legislation which is not additionally
responsible for records management, this may well be achieved with rnuch
difficulty and less than satisfactory results.' The role of "guide". assisting the
public to identiv records it is interested in gaining access to, makes sense for an
archives. It supports the principles underlying the right of access: openness (or
transparency) and accountability by aiding responsible and effective records
management and the protection of records for future generations.
Responsibility for access determinations is arguably well placed in the
hands of the creators of records, but should it remain so in perpetuity? Surely, at
least, the "passage of time" principle should translate into access to other than
personal information after a reasonable number of years. Being responsible for
access and privacy legislation also allows a central administrative office to create
policies and procedures to facilitate access in the spirit of the legislation and
within the boundaries of the statute. If the access statute does not provide freer
access after the erosion of sensitivity, the central office should be able to review
it and advocate change. In this regard, the Provincial Archives of Manitoba
could have much to do. In a brief presented to the Special Cornmittee to Review
the [British Columbia] Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act,
Terry Eastwood, speaking on behalf of the Archives Association of British

Columbia, appositely relates the "passage of timenconcept to these
administrative issues:
AI1 modem dernocracies recognize that restn'ctions on access to
public records lessen with time ... While the principle of the
passage of time acting to lessen and remove exceptions is
recognized in some provisions - for example, for cabinet records many other classes of records have exceptions applied to them
without limits, creating administrative burdens in the administration
of the act and diminishing the capacity of interested parties to
investigate pertinent but non-current records... [there is a] need for
sorne protection of the interests of state and a measure of
confidentiality and secrecy, but the need does not last f ~ r e v e r . ~
Under the Manitoba legislation, the time period for closure of cabinet
confidences is thirty years (FIPPA S. 19 (2)(b)), the rnost restrictive in Canada.
Nova Scotia has the most liberal access provision to cabinet records at ten
yearsg. British Columbia and Alberta are half that of Manitoba. only fifieen years.
During a recent statutory review of its Freedom of Information and Protection of
Pnvacy Act, Alberta examined a recommendation for the inclusion of a new
section allowing for access to records more than 30 years old in the Provincial
Archives of Alberta or a local public body archives. This recommendation was
not accepted by the review cornmittee, which reported that "no consensus couid
be reached on a solution to sirnplify the present process without compromising
the integrity of privacy protection."'O
Clause 17(4)(h) of Manitoba's Freedom of Information and Protection of
Privacy Act puts a time limit on the protection of an individual's privacy after his
or her death. When a forma1 application for access to a record is made under

FIPPA. the mandatory exception to disclosure protecting an individual's privacy
in section 17 is not applicable if the individual has been dead for more than ten
years. The FIPPA Manual explains that: "Section 17 may apply t a protect the
privacy interests of living family members referred to in, or affected by disclosure
of the requested record, however.""

Section 48. however. reflects recognition

that the sensitivity of persona1 information decreases over time. I t allows the
Provincial Archives of Manitoba or the archives of a public body t a open records
of historical value containing personal information that are more than 100 years
old. This section, in effect, opens al1 records subject to FlPPA that are more
than 100 years old.
Procedures that would allow for further declassification of more current
records are desirable. For example, disclosure for research purposes allows one
applicant access, subject to conditions defined in a legal research agreement
with that person. Declassification allows records that have been reviewed and
deemed to have no applicable restrictions to be opened or made available to all
subsequent researchers. lt is unclear how a more active program of
declassification would work in Manitoba for records at the Provincial Archives of
Manitoba or at the archives of a Manitoba public body. What mechanisms could
be put in place to have public bodies either routinely review records for
declassification or keep declassification in mind when reviewing records for each
forma1 application for access? Although it would seem to place a n extra weight
on the already heavy burden of access implernentation, it is argued that in the
long run, it would Save both time and money. Terry Cook offers this

recomrnendation to the City of Winnipeg:
blocks of older records. wherever possible, [should] be opened as
a block or series, or up to some cut-off date, wherever possible,
rather than using file-by-file review. Once advice is received from
departments that a particular series or group of records may be
opened. or even one file, the City Archives thereafter can release
al1 such records to subsequent researchers without further
recourse to the creating or transferring or designated responsible
department. Al1 such decisions should be well docurnented, and
the Archives should maintain a register or database of which
records have been opened versus [original ernphasis] which ones
are closed or still require review.I2
These decisions should be incorporated into any finding aids of the public
body archives and into directories of records produced under FIPPA. Perhaps
the Provincial Archives could play a useful role here when doing appraisal. It
could target series it believes to be innocuous according to FIPPA exceptions
and pass that information on to departrnents. Certainly, the government records
appraisal and scheduling processes need to be re-examined to see if they are
adequately incorporating consideration of whether series can be opened
imrnediately upon transfer to archives or after defined time periods. The
declassification of records under access and privacy statutes must be strongly
advocated by the archiva1 and research cornrnunities.
Alberta's act has been amended to reflect the "passage of time" concept.
Section 41 o f the act now allows disclosure for research purposes - a i the
Provincial Archives of Alberta and the archives of a public body - of persona1
information in a record that has been in existence for 75 years. or of persona1
information that has been in existence for twenty-five years or more, if the

disclosure would not be an unreasonable invasion of privacy (so defined in
section 16 of the Act), and a written agreement is signed providing for the
security, confidentiality and protection of personal information with no
subsequent use unless authorized by agreement. The disclosure for research
purposes of information other than personal information that has been in
existence for 25 years or more is permitted provided it is not harmful to third
party business interests, a law enforcement matter. subject to any type of legal
privilege or restricted under another act.I3 The legal instrument of a research
agreement, balancing access to information with the necessary protection of
privacy is a provision of most of the modem access and privacy statutes in
Canada.
But why do the acts allow for access to records containing personal
information for bona f7de research and not allow for access to other records,
such as program area office files for bona fide research? In the case of statutes
such as The Vital Statistics Act (Manitoba) or The Young OffenderAct (Canada),
whose access provisions override Manitoba's Freedom of lnfonnation and
Protection of Pnvacy Act. research agreements have been granted in the
interests of social science. Once again, the records in question mainly contain
personal information. The answer may be that it is easy to recognize personal
information but not at al1 easy to recognize cabinet confidences or third party
business information unless the records are so marked, thereby making it difficult
to protect information subject to these mandatory exceptions. Thirb party
business information aside, one remedy for the above-mentioned problem in

Manitoba would be a reduction of the 30 year closure period on cabinet records
to a more reasonable tirneframe, as in the Alberta and British Columbia
legislation.
The routine release of information is another method of promoting
government openness and accountability. In British Columbia, for example, the
central administrative office for the province's access and privacy legislation, the
Information, Science and Technology Agency, has produced "Guidelines for the
Routine Release of Records Information." These guidelines define "routine
release" as "the disclosure of certain types of information as a matter of course
without the necessity of a formal Freedom of Information (FOI) request ...
Routine release may be reactive (responding to requests for information when
received) or proactive (systematically disseminating information in advance of
requests using mechanisrns such as the Internet, libraries, et^.)."'^ This
definition illustrates both the similarities and differences between routine release
and declassification. Both promote routine access to whole categories of
records for which no exceptions apply, or because the public body always
exercises discretion in favour of disclosure. Routine release, however, is the
proactive dissemination of information, such as the routine release of
governrnent-sponsored opinion polls or rninisterial travel expenses.
Declassification is not routinely administered, but done when warranted
after the creation of the records, not at the time of their creation. Both
approaches Save resources by quickly making available information that is
clearly of public interest, rather than forcing the public to make formal application

for access to it, then have to locate it in its disparate forms and wait until it is
prepared for release. These approaches to irnproving access should also be
advocated in Manitoba.
Although the author's bias, coloured by professional practice, favours
access wherever possible, the reasonable protection of the privacy of living
individuals is a justifiable right. And yet, the ever growing "privacy lobby" poses
worrisorne problems for archives. The extrernism of sorne in this movernent in
recent years, which Peter Bower, Executive Director, Access and Privacy Unit,
Office of the Manitoba Ombudsman, has so aptly dubbed "privacy hy~teria,"'~

has resulted in calls for blanket secrecy or, worse, destruction of persona1
information banks such as the federal census records. The controversy over
census records is the result of the cornplex intertwining of two federal statutes
(the Access Act and the Stafistics Act) as well as alleged promises of long dead
politicians. Regardless of the reasons, the fact o f the matter is that there will be
no release of post-1901 census returns for the foreseeable future? Many
statutes do assume that right of privacy protection is lessened or extinguished
within a reasonable nurnber of years after death, as in the case of pre-1901
census records, which are open 92 years after the date of census, or Manitoba's
100 year rule. Privacy purists argue, however, that the right to privacy of a

deceased individual is extended to his or herfarnily mernbers. In the words of
former National Archivist Jean-Pierre Wallot,
The challenges created by access to information legislation to
protection of privacy, which tends to be an all-encompassing

obsession ... further complicate the work of archivists and
potentialiy sign away the future. The sometimes misplaced calls by
the Privacy Commissioner that governrnent records containing
personal information be destroyed after they have been used for
the purpose for which they were collected, threaten the vast
majority of Our holdings ... This situation reflects the unresolved
tension between the legitimate rights of individuals and the rights of
communities or nations to know about their past."
This short-sighted privacy crusade, which sets aside the fact that there is a
legitimate public interest in personal information. is alarrning. Records which
have been designated as archival must be protected. This is an area where
archives (whether "gatekeeper" or "guide") need to take an active role in arguing,
as Peter Bower does, that "privacy is a fundamental right but not an absolute

Another area of growing concern is what might be termed third-generation
information rights legislation, or private sector privacy legislation. Many private
sector organizations have already adopted codes or guidelines

- based on

internationally recognized fair information practices - which limit coIlection, use
and disclosure of personal information and ensure the protection of such
information in their cu~tody.'~
The federal governmentls Personal Information
Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPED) (Bill C-6, formerly Bill C-54)

received Royal Assent on April 13,2000 and cornes into force on January 1,
2001 for federally-regulated organizations and those conducting transborder
data exchanges. Provincial private sector organizations will be phased in by
January 2004, if the provinces have not passed similar private sector privacy
protection statutes. This legislation will allow Canada to rneet the data protection

standards outlined in the European Union Directive on Data Protection, allowing
Canada to join in the booming global electronic commerce/information economy
on a wider scale. Quebec is the only jurisdiction in Canada that currently meets

EU requirements?
In a 1999 written brief, presented to the House of Commons' industry
comrnittee, the Association of Canadian Archivists (ACA) raised a number of
concerns about the predecessor to the PIPED Act, Bill C-54. The Association
made some striking obsewations. Significantly, the ACA pointed out that the
proposed legislation would require that "use" of records for research purposes
without the informed consent of the person documented, before the expiration of
1I O years from the date of the document, would only be allowed if the "'archival
organization informs the Privacy Commissioner of the disclosure before the
information is disclosed.' This poses a major burden on archives and will be a
cause for long delays for re~earchers."~'
Yet another "gatekeeper" roie!
From the "total archives" p e r ~ p e c t i v ewhat
~ ~ , impact will this trend toward
greater privacy protection have on private sector records acquisition? Will
private sector organizations or individuals for that rnatter reconsider donating
records to a public archives? Will we lose an important part of our docurnentary
heritage to the privacy lobby? At the Provincial Archives of Manitoba, without
proper provisions for archival research built in to private sector privacy
legislation, there could be significant problems for future acquisition and
intellectual control of records of the Hudson's Bay Company.
In public sector access and privacy regimes in Canada, one of the main

considerations of access and privacy legislation is the independent review of
decisions respecting access to information and the management of persona1
information by public bodies. There are two basic models for such review in
Canada: the commissioner model (with binding order power) and the
ombudsman model (with recommending power). Within these two categories
are variations in the practical application of the review process. In Manitoba. with
the "gatekeepei' role residing with the creator of the records, a strong review
mechanism is required to ensure compliance and uphold the spirit and intent of
the legislation. It is unclear which of the two approaches best suits the Manitoba
accesç and privacy regime. The public responses to the 1996 Access to
Information and Protection of Pnvacy discussion paper prepared by Governrnent

Records favoured a commissioner model. As the situation currently stands, the
Ombudsman is responsible for investigating requests for review under both
FIPPA and PHIA. The Ombudsman's office is in need of further resources to
undertake timely investigation, conduct audits. advocate on behalf of citizens
and educate the public about FIPPAu
What should the role of a public archives be in relation to access and
privacy legislation? A review of the literature reveals a few opinions on this
question. The Canadian Historical Association's response to John English's
recent consultation on the future roIe of the National Archives of Canada and the
National Library of Canada stated that:
The NA should be directed to conduct general retrospective
declassification reviews and open al1 such non-exempt blocks of

government records .... The NA must also abandon its "nsk
management" approach to access and resume its past role as
honest broker between the bureaucracy and the researcher. In
particular, access officers should be required to use their
discretionary judgement, based on informed knowledge and
training, to determine what historians need to know to pursue their
research. There must also be timely access to records. If the
access section cannot handle the nurnber of requests, then more
access officers must be hired.24
Although containing some valid and important points, this is a nostalgie and
naïve view that seerns to suggest that the National Archives actually had or
could possibly play such a pivota1 role in determining access to records in its
custody.

A retrospective article by Daniel German of the National Archives on the
first ten years of experience with access and privacy legislation at the Nationai
Archives seems to suggest the limits of its current legislated role are being
reached:
With ali the records reviewed, both formally and informalty, the
surface of the still restricted holdings of the National Archives
remains barely touched. Many more records require review and
every day new requests from researchers pour in. With the
passage of time, many previously withheld documents may also
require re-review prior to their release. Together, the ATIP process
results in a never-ending procession of files fbwing into the ATIP
office, to the researchers, or back to protected storage.
Understanding this process is essential to the archival community,
for, barring a parliamentary arnendrnent, the National Archives has
no choice but to apply the terms of the legislation."
One can only assume the situation has not lightened. Declassification needs to
take place but how is it even remotely conceivable that the National Archives
would do this on its own? A more logical solution for the National Archives rnust

be found other than an accelerated item or series level review process by honest
archiva1 brokers. One year later in a letter ta the National Archivist from past
g
and Bill Waiser made a more promising or
presidents of the CHA, l ~ i n Abella
realistic suggestion regarding the recomrnendation from the English report: T h e
CHA consequently strongly supports the recommendation that the national

archivist becorne more actively involved in the formulation and administration of
access and privacy p ~ l i c y . " ~ ~
In the same vein, Paul Sillitoe. of the Oldham Archives Service, speaking
from the perspective of the United Kingdom, had this to Say of the role of
archives in relation to freedom of information and data protection legislation: 'We
must strive to influence new legislation at the very earliest stages of debate and
discussion, in cooperation with professional colleagues intemationally. To do
otherwise is to run the risk of becoming hapless victims of laws drafted without
regard, or even reference, to archive inter est^."^' The common thread in these
statements is an active involvement in setting policies. Just as the most effective
means of managing records is by taking an active role at the beginning of their
life-cyle, so too is it important for archives to take an active role in development
and review of legislation that is based upon and influences good recordkeeping
practices.
An assessrnent of Manitoba's current role as "guide" suggests that
although this role is logical and important, it is taking its toll on other important
archiva1 responsibilities and functions. In the early 1980s, involvement in
freedorn of information legislation accelerated development of the government

records management program and thus helped bring under control archiva1
records necessary to document Manitoba's heritage. Having central
responsibility of The Freedom of Information Act enhanced the profile of the
archives and kept it central to government operations. The Freedom of
Information and Protecfion of Privacy Act (FIPPA) continues to enhance this

profile. A prominent role in the Manitoba government is necessary if archival
leadership is to be exercised in ways which rneet the evolving challenges of
access and privacy legislation to archives.
However, the Governrnent Records program of the Provincial Archives
has a long checklist of exceptionally important archival tasks to accomplish with
scarce resources. The initial salutary effect on corporate records management
of FOI is not evident under FIPPA. Although the provincial government is more
responsible in its information management practices (by including privacy
protection under FIPPA), acting as the central administrative office of FIPPA no
longer gives the Archives much ability to drive the responsible management of
provincial government records. This is occurring as fewer and fewer resources
are given by departments to maintaining accurate, up-to-date schedules of
records, which then leaves Governrnent Records with the growing task of coping
with the problern. Electronic records management is a huge challenge requiring
critical attention and new resources. Governrnent business is conducted in an
electronic world. The infrastructure is not yet in place to protect the integrity of
electronic records over time in Manitoba. An examination of descriptive
processes and systems is also needed to bring PAM's descriptions of archiva1

records into line with those of other provincial archives in order to improve the
quality of access and public service. In the meantime, FlPPA and access and
privacy issues continue to demand more attention and dorninate the work of
Government Records. Extension of FlPPA to local public bodies is a new area
of responsibility in which PAM has limited knowledge and massive amounts of
work (directories of records, additional records advisory in these sectors and
training on the act). Resources are stretched to the limit and there appears to be
no respite in sight.
It can and should be argued that the central role has done much for the
profile of PAM . Through central "help line" services and the directories of
records, it has assisted the public in applying for access under FIPPA (and FOI).
But what has it done for the archival record of the future? The Freedom of

Information Act resulted in the acceleration of records management in Manitoba
thereby protecting archival records. It could also be argued that access
legislation has become a heavy burden on the Government Records office,
sapping resources away from the appraisal, description and control of archival
records which, in the end, negatively affects access to archival govemment
records.
In the final analysis, information rights legislation is here to stay. If
anything, it is evolving into what we might term third generation legislation
(affecting the private sector and electronic records). 80th "gatekeepet' and
"guide" rnodels have problems which weigh heavily on the ability of archivists to
fulfil "traditional roles" in appraisal, description, and public service for archival

records. It is clear that the Provincial Archives has a legitimate stake in access
and privacy matters because of its corporate records management role. But
when overseeing the administration of a statute supporting the public right to
know encroaches on ensuring the appraisal, acquisition, description and access
to archiva1 records o f the government of Manitoba, perhaps there are other
options than to be the primary stakeholder shouldering responsibility for this
legislation.

If the Provincial Archives re-evaluates its role, how might the burden be
better distributed? One possibility is to develop strategic partnerships with other
governrnent departments and public bodies that have clear areas of interest in
information rights legislation. For example, Manitoba Justice (Civil Legal
Services) could take care of the policies, procedures and advice relating to
legislative interpretation under the Act. Manitoba Health, lntergovernmental
Affairs and Education and Training could do the liaison and training work with the
local public body sectors they support - healthcare bodies, local government
bodies, and educational bodies - assisting them to produce their own directories
of records. The Provincial Archives has the benefit of years of expertise with
both information rights legislation and records advisory. The production of a
director-of records for Manitoba government records and records management
and archives advisory services to other public bodies to help them learn to
manage their records seems to more clearly fit into the boundaries of the
government records program. The overall responsibility for information rights
might be handled by something more like a Secretariat in support of a Ministerial

Portfolio, made up of team members from different areas of expertise. All would
contribute to policies and procedures to irnprove upon access and privacy
protection. When and if Manitoba passes its own version of PlPED (Personal
Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act, Bill C-6), Consumer and
Corporate Affairs (which is currently taking the lead in this area for Manitoba)
and the Office of Information Technology (e-commerce and technology issues)
could be involved. Like al1 public policies, access and privacy statutes are a
shared and evolving area of governrnental responsibility. Approaches adopted
and tested at one time to carry thern out may need to be reconsidered as
circumstances change and experience grows.
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